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I 29.0 OBJECTIVES 
- -  - - 

[ M e r  reading this unit you should be able to: 

I define the concept of social stratification; 

discuss its three dimensions; 

I describe six types of social stratification; and 

give an account of the fbnctionalist and conflict thaories of social stratification. 

1 29.1 INTRODUCTION 

Social stratification is an aspect ofthe wider issue ofsocial inequality. The existence 
of socially created inequalities is a feature of all known human societies, and, therefore, 
it is an important subject for sociologists to discuss. Social stratification is the last of 
the major concepts in sociology, discussed in this book. It is related to the study of 
social change, which is the focus of our next block in this course. This unit is also the 
link unit between these two blocks. 

I This unit explains what social stratification is, and then discusses its general principles 
in terms of the bases or dimensions of social stratification. An account of basic 



Sori;~l Structure types of social stratification, is followed by a discussion ofthe current sr~ciological 
theories on social stratification. 

29.2 WHAT IS SOCIAL STRATIFICATION?' 

stratification is a system of social ranking, involving relations of superiority and 
inferiority. These relations between the units of rank are governed by a set of norms. 
Analytically, stratification is conceived of as an evaluative ranking of social units. 
Concretely, it refers to the empirical distribution of advantages and benefits in society. 
It can be seen as a process, which is regulated by some principles. These principles 
deterdine the bases ofthe distribution of social advantages in society. 

29.2.1 Dimensions or Bases o f -~oc&l  Stratification 

The bases or dimensions of social stratification refer to the different 11:vels of 
differentiation which are made to allocate people in a given society. These c& be 
listed as follows: 

i 

iii) Status : It refers to distribution of prestige or social honour. 

i) Class : It refers to differentiation at the level ofwealth. In this sense it can be 

In most cases, the three dimensions complement each other. However, Max Weber 
(1 947) draws a distinction between class, power and status. According to Weber, 
class is an economic catego&, a product ofthe market situation. The status group, 
on the other hand, constitutes the social order based on prestige or honour. Status 
is determined bythe social prestige one enjoys. Social prestige is expressed tlvough 

termed as economic differentiation. 

ii) Power : It refers to differential access to power in society. It includes political, 
social and other types ofpower. 

i 
4 

1 

4 

dift'erent styles of life. Analytically, class and status groups can be independent I 



 rial St rueture Each of these systems offers clearly argued theories, to explain and justii its respective 
system of stratification. In some cases, there is flexibility regarding social mobility 
fiom one stratum to another. In other cases, there is little or no chance of mobility 
out of a stratum. The following discussion ofthe different types of social stratification, 
will make clear what the distinct features of stratification in human societies are. 

29.3.1 Age-set System 

Societies, which have been described as stateless type of Fortes and Evans-Prirchard 
(1 940), lack centralised government. ?'hey have no office of chief, or if thqr have 
such an office, it holds more ritual than secular power. Still, such societies are found 
to be stratified on the basis of age. This type of stratification, is a characteri:stic of 
certain east African societies. The principle of age is most prominent among the 
Masai and Nandi in East Mica, where ranking on the basis of age, is put together 
with the exercise of authority, on the basis of seniority. The ranks determined on the 
basis of age are called age-sets. All the persons (basically men) born, within a range 
or number of years, belong to one set. The first age-set may comprise as short as 
six or seven years or as long as fifteen. 

In most cases, usually around adolescence, the membership; of the first a p s e t  
closes and recruitment to the next set takes place. At this stage, entry to the new 
age-set generally involves an initiation rite, such as circumcision or other body-marks. 
Thus, after going through the ritual, each member comes out ofchildhood, and takes 
of fbll membership of his tribe. Each person, thus, belongs to an age-set, to which 
he remains attached throughout his life. Along with other members, he moves 1 o the 
next age-set. The age-sets in these societies, determine their social organisation, 
because membership of these sets covers all areas of life. It directs a pers13n to 
decide whom he may marry, what land he can own, and in which ceremonies he can 
take part etc. Thus, membership of each stratum tells a person about his ranking in 
society. 

In most cases, where age-sets operate, a member of an age-set also belong:; to a 
particular age-grade. These grades are clearly marked out fiom one another, so that 
a person belongs to only one grade at a time. Generally, a person after childhood 
would move &om junior warriorhood to senior warriorhood. Then he would pcluate 
fiom junior elderhood to senior elderhood. The warriors fight and defend their tribe 
from attack, while the elders take decisions and settle disputes. They also 
communicate with the ancestral spirits. Thus, the age-sets go through the difixent 
grades in complete units. In other words, all the members of one particular age-set 
move into one grade all at once. Thus, their social status also changes all at once. In 
the kinds of societies we belong to, each person usually makes his or her own natural 
transition fiom childhood to adulthood and finatly to old age. But in age-set societies, 
these transitions are made on a corporate basis as members of large age-sets. 

In terms of a system of social stratification, the age-set system provides for an open 
society, in which no one is allocated a particular position for life. Everybody in his 
time does become old, and therefore gets a chance to hold decisive authority. Thus, 
this is a system in which personnel change within the system, without changing; the 
pattern of stratification itself 

29.3.2 Slave System 

The slave system of stratification does not exist any more. Slavery was abolished in 
1 833 by Britain and 1865 by USA. This was characterised by a high degree of 
institutionalisation, i.e. there was a solid legal framework to the system. The main 
emphasis in this system was on econon~ic inequality, wlich rendered certain groups 



phenomena, but in reality the two overlap with each other. The notion ofpower is 
the keynote of Weber's theory of social stratification. Both the propertied and the 
propertyless can belong to the same status groups. Thus, economically determined 
power is not always identical with the social or legal power. 

It has been said that Weber's theory of stratification, is a reaction to Marx's theory 
of class. We can say that Weber is the founding father of stratification analysis, 
which developed best in the U. S.A. M m ,  on; the other hand, was not a stratification 
theorist. For him the oppositions and contradictions found in modes of production, 
were of central importance. In answer to Marx's ideas on Ass,  Weber developed 
his ideas on stratification. He ernphasised the distinction of theeconomic, social and 
political bases of stratification. Thus, he provided amulti-dimensional approach to 
the study of social stratification. In ESO- 14, you will get an opportunity to learn in 
detail, about various approaches to, and aspects ofthe study of social stratification. 
Here, we discuss different types of social stratification, found in human societies. 

Activity 1 

Take a round ofyour colony/village and note down the pattern of housing, such 
as, where the richest and most powerfUl people livei, where the market is situated, 
where the poorest people live. Write a one page assay on "Social Stratification 
in my Community" Discuss your paper with other' students and your Academic 
Counsellor at your Study Centre. 

Check Your Progress 1 

Note: a) Use the space given for your answer. 

I b) Compare your answer with the one gden at the end of this unit. 

1) What are the three bases of social stratification? Use one line for your answer. 

.......................................................................................................... 

2) Distinguish between class and status group. Use three lines for your answer. 

I 29.3 TYPES OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

Broadly speaking, the following types of social stratification have been known to 
exist: 

i) the age-set system 

j ii) slave system, 

I iii) estate system, 

iv) caste system, 

v) class system, and 

vi) racelethnic system. 



1 Social S t r ~ ~ c t u r c  

I 
The typical characteristics ofthe caste system are - i) the membership is hereditary 
and fixed for life, ii) each caste is an endogamous group, iii) social distance is 
encouraged by the restrictions of contracts and comrnensality wid1 members of'other 
castes, iv) caste consciousiless is stressed by caste names as well as by conformity 
to the particular customs of the particular caste, and v) occu~pational specialis ation. 

The system is rationalised by religious belief. 

Caste operates at two levels. Firstly in terms ofan abstract classification into four 
types of 'vama' : brahmin (priests), Kshatriya (lungs), vaishya (merchants) arid sl~udra 
(workers). Secondly at the operational village level, there is a division of local 
communities into groupings called jati. The rigidity of this system is unchange:able. 
Marginal upward social mobility, is possible by a process called sanskritisatica. In 
this process, members of a lower caste adopt the manners and customs of a higher 
caste, and sever their ties with their original caste. (For a descriptive elaboration of 
this concept, you are advised to read block V in ESO-12 and blocks of ESO-14). 

Individual features of the caste system can be observed in other societies, which 
follows strict segregation ofparticular groups. But caste system in its entirev is of 
course, found in India, and outside India among Hindus settled abroad and within 
India among non-Hindu groups. The stronghold of caste and the trends towards 
change in its nature and hnctioning, have affected the pattern of social ~tratific~~tion 
in India. You will learn about this process in ESO-14. 

29.3.5 Class System 

The class system is very different from the systems of stratification, we have so far 
discussed. Social classes are neither legally defined nor religiously sanctioned grc~ups. 
Rather, these are relatively open groups which have been considered to be the by 
products oftlle process of industrialisation and urbanisation throughout the world, in 
all illodem industrial societies. 

The class system of social stratification basically implies, a social hierarchy bilsed 
primarily upon differences in wealth and income. These differences are expressed 
in different life styles and hence different consumption patterns. In some case:; we 
also find different manners in terms of speech and dress. As a general type, class- 
systems are characterised by social mobility - upward and downward, both inter- 
generational and intra-generational. 

In studying the concept of class, we face two questions. Firstly, what criteria should 
be used to identifjr classes? Secondly, there is the subjective element, i.e., do people 
with identical tangible material assets form a class, even if they are not perceived by 
others and thenlselves as a conscious class? For the first problem of criteria, acconling 
to Max Weber, the dimensions ofwealth, power and lifestyle are crucial in determiring 
the class. Most sociologists geneidly use several criteria simultaneously &I detem~ir~ing 
the class. For the second 'subjective' problem, 'it is generally agreed that the issue 
of class-consciousness should not be introduced as a definition oftlle class itself. 
This is a matter for individual empirical investigation in each case. 

Generally, most sociologisls a p e  that in all industrial societies we find the existence 
of the upper, middle and working classes. Similarly, in agrarian societies a noted 
sociologist, Daniel Thorner has identified three classes in the n~ral countryside in 
India. These he called the class of 'malik', 'kisan' and 'niazdur' i.e., the proprietors 
who owned land, the working peasants who owned small amount of land and the 
labour class or mazdurs who did not own any land but worked on other peoples' 



of people without rights. The article "slavery' in the Encyclopaedia oj'Social 
Sciences ( 1  968) makes a distinction between primitive, ancient, medieval and modem 
slavery. Here we mention only two main types of slavery-ancient slavery and New 
World slavery. Ancient slavery was prevalent in ancient Rome and Greece. Here 
slaves were usually foreign prisoners of war. In New World slavery, the basis of 
developnlent of slavery were colonial expansion and l-acist ideology. In this system, 
the slave was designated as the master's property. The slave had no political and 
social rights. He or she was compelled to work. ~ I v i n g  upon slave labour, the 
masters formed an aristocracy. It is said that the decline of slavery was primarily 
brought about, by the inefficiency of slave labour. Some other scholars hold that 
slave~y declined, because of continued opposition to the slave system by educated 
and enlightened public in general, and the anti-slavery struggles organised by the 
slaves themselves in different parts of the world at different times. The ancient 
slavery was solnewhat reformed, by limiting the owher's right ofpunishnlent and 
giving personal rights to the slave. The Christian C h ~ c h  in the Roman Empire also 

I 

supported the provision of n~anumission to the slave. 

29.3.3 Estate System 

This type of social stratification, was characteristic of feudal societies of medieval 
Europe. In this system we find hierarchy of social strata, which are distinguished 
b d  rigidly set off fiom one another by law and custom. The defining feature of the 
estate system, was that the position held in the society, depended entirely in terms of 
ownership of land. Though this system was less rigid than the caste system, it was 
also characterised by hereditary transmission of social position. Each estate had a 
clearly defined set of rights by law. At the top of the system existed a royal family, 
and a hereditary military aristocracy, who were the landholders. Ranking on par 
with this group were the priesthood or clergy, who were allied with the nobility. 
Below this were the merchants and craftsmen, who 'were a small proportion of the 
population initially, but later formed the nucleus for the emergence of the mipdle 
class. At the bottom were the fiee peasants and the Serfs. Defined by a legal set of 
rights and duties, each estate had a status. The differences between estates were 
reflected in differences in punishments given for identical offences. Comparative 
feudal systems and their connections with modem capitalist systems can be traced, 
for example, in Japan. 

As the nobility was supposed to protect everybody, the clergy to pray for everybody, 
and the cominoner to produce food for everybody, the estates may be referred to 
as a systenl of division of labour. Lastly, the estates also represented political groups. 
In this way, one can say that in classical feudalism, there were only two estates, the 
nobility and the clergy. It was only after the 12th century that European feudalism 
had a third estate of the burghers, who first remaiqed as a distinct group and later 
changed the system itself. Ifwe view the feudal estates as political groups, the serfs, 
who did not possess ally political power, cannot bq considered as part of an estate. 

This systenl of social stratification is best explaiilkd in terms of the nature of and 
relationship between property and political authority in medieval Europe. 

29.3.4 Caste System 
The caste systein in India can be compared with other typewf social stratification 
but it is unique in some senses to the Indian socieq. It is uniquely associated with 
Indian agrarian society as well as, the urban conuntmnities like, the Aggarwals, Jains, 
etc. It coilsists of essentially closed social groups larranged in a fixed hierarchical 
order of superiority and inferiority. It represents the most rigid type of social 
stratification in tenns of ascribed as well as socially accepted stratification. 

I 

Social  S t r a t i f i ca t ion  



point out that disi pearance of ethic identities through the process of assirnilation 
is ofien hampered when the doininant groups do not allow the flow of social benefits 
to certain groups, deemed to be powerless ethnic minorities. This situaticn gives 
rise to ethnic contlicts. All such situations of conflict make the study of social 
stratification very impoi$ant, and relevant for sociologists. That is why it is necessary 
to also look briefly, at the various theories of social stratification. Here, we I j' lscuss 
two major theories, namely, the functionalist theory and the conflict theory. 

Check Your Progress 2 

Note: a) Use the space given for your answer. 

b) Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this unit. 

1) What is the term given to ranks determined on the basis of age? Use one line 
for your answer. 

................................................................................................................ 

2)  Naine two maill types ofslave system. Use one line for your answer. 

3) Which form of social stmtification is defined il terms ofi-elationship to ow:rsllip 
of land? Use one line for your answer. 

4) Name the two levels at which the caste system in India operates. Use four 
lines for your answer. 

5 )  Which ofthe six types of social stratification, is comm'only found in indmtrialised 
societies? Use one line for your answer. 

................................................................................................................ 

6 )  Give the sociological definition of race. Use three lines for your answer. 

29.4 THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE 
STUDY OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION - 

At least four social processes are associated with stratification. These processt:s 
are discussed below: 

i) Differentiation refe~s to allocatioil of 1-oles, rights and responsibilities. Through 
differeltiation of statuses tasks are clearly defined anddistin~yislled. Motivation 
and rewards are provided for fulfilment of expected roles and responsibilitiei;. 



land. (Thomer, D. in Gupta (ed.) 1992; pp. 265). On the questions of the role of 
classes in society and their in- and interlinkages, sociologists have adopted different 
approaches and developed different theories of social stratification. About these 

I approaches and theories we will tell you briefly at the ehd of this unit. You can get 
more details on these issues in ESO-04 & ESO-14. 

, 
b 

r , In industrial societies, we find that social classes coexist with status groups. This 
i 
I observation led Max Weber to distinguish between the two, and to look at their 

linkages with each other. Max Weber argued that social classes are ranked according 
to their relation to the ways of producing and acquiring goods. Status groups however 

f 
are ranked according to the ways of consuming goods. This way of understanding 

, the difference between classes and status groups is an over simplification. Since 

i Weber's formulation of this distinction. many socio1oE;ists have made studies of the 
notions of class and status. At this stage it will suffice to say that analysing social 
stratification in industrial societies is a very difficult task. In the context of developing 
societies, it is an even more difficult task, because in these societies social class is 
only one coinponent and the elements of status group$, castes or caste-like groups, 
racial and ethnic groups exist side by side. , 

29.3.6 Race and Ethnicity 

The remaining type of social stratification is the on? based on race and ethnicity. 
Race, as a biological concept, refers to a large category of people who share certain 
inherited pl~ysical characteristics - colour of skin, type of hail; facial feahires, size of 
head etc. Anthropologists initially tried to arrive at a classification ofraces, but ran 
into problems, because more advanced studies of racial types showed the near 
absence of pure races. Thus, the latest thinking is that d l  humans belong to a common 
group. Recent genetic research indicate that 95 per cent of DNA (gene-rating) 
n~olecules are the same for all l~umans. The remaining 5 per cent are responsible for 
differences in appearance. Outward differences are also seen as varying within a 
race rather thaw across the races. Thus, the classification of races floundered at the 
scientific level. 

For sociologists, a race is a group of people who Ne perceived by a given society, 
as biologically different from the others. Thus, people are assigned to one race or 
another, by public opinion which is moulded by that society's doininant group, rather 
than on any scientific basis. In racist societies, for example South Africa, physical 
characteristics are believed to be intrinsically related to moral, intellectual and other 
non-physical attributes and abilities. 

At the theoretical level, sociologists talk about race relations as forms of stratification. 
These are characterised by unequal access to wealth and power, on the basis of 
physical characteristics. We find in this situation a e  presence of racial ideologies in 
one forin or the other, 

Looking at etl~nicity, it can be said that whereas race is based on popularlyperceived 
physical traits, ethnicity is based on cultural traits. Ethnic group is thus defined as a 
common group of peoples with a common cultural heritage (leanled, not inherited). 
This group inay s11a-e a common language, histoiy, national oiigin, or lifestyle. 

~ 

The factor of migration on a massive scale in the lpst century, provided sociologists 
an opportunity to exailline the fate of ethnic ideqtities. For example, the Chicago 
School of Sociologists found that over several gknerations, ethnic identities were 
lost and later revised. Gellner (I 964 : 163) aptly describes the situation thus : the 
grandson tries to remember what the son tried to forget. However, sociologists also 

Social  Stratification 



Social Structure 

Activity 2 1 
Think about your local community and the kind of social inequality fouuid in it. 

I Now read carefu~lly the section 29.4 of this unit and write an essay on which 

1 approach you think is more suitable, the functionalist or the conflict approach 
towards the uhderstanding of your community. Discuss your answer with the 
students and Academic Counsellor of your Study Centre. 

29.4.2 Conflict Perspective 

According tothe conflict perspective, stratification occurs not because it is hnctional, 
but because groups compete for scarce resources. Thus, rather than performing a 
hction,  stratification reflects an unjust allocation of resources and power LI society. 

,Those having power exploit the rest in the competition for resources and power in 
society. Those having power exploit the rest in the competition for resources. The 
unequal distribution of rewards reflects the interest of the powefil groups rather 
than the societal needs. Conflict theorists also say that the use of ideology by clominant 
groups justifies their dominance. Further if a system is to survive and reproduce 
itself, the subordinate group must also follow the system. It would otherwise lead to 
instability ofthe society. 

The conflict perspective is understood easily when one looks at the history of 
stratification systems. Tuniin (1 969) looked at the hctional theory from a conflict 
perspective. He felt that far from being functional, stratification systems are 
dysfunctional. Firstly, stratification limits the opportunities ofthe under-privi leged or 
subordinate groups in society. This limitation of opportunities represents a loss of 
talent to the wider society. Secondly, stratification helps to maintain the stiltus quo 
even when the status quo has become dysfunctional. This is because the privileged 
class is able to impose upon society the idea that tlie existing inequalities are natural, 
logical and morally right. Thirdly, because stratification systems distribute rewards 
unjustly, they encourage the less privileged to become hostile, suspicious and di:mtfid. 
This results in social unrest and chaos. , 
Although, Marx was not a stratification theorist, much of conflict theory came up in 
response to his approach to classes and class conflict. According tcl Marx, 
development of material production forms the basis of progress. In order to achieve 
production, classes come into being. A class, due to historical factors, gains control 
of the productive forces (the means of production) in a society. The others then 
become subservient to tli9class, and this leads to antagonistic relations among classes. 
In Marxist theory, social classes have a decisive role in the process of social change. 
Those attitudes make sure that widespread ideology in society is that which suits 
them most. This situation gives rise to conflict between classes. Within the conflict 
theory, Marx's ideas were criticised by many sociologists. Social Stratification 
(ESO-04 and ESO-14) deals in detail with various aspects ofthe conflict tlieoiy. 

Check Your Progress 3 

Note: a) Use the space giben for your answer. 

b) Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this unit. 

1) Name the four social processes associated with stratification. Use two lines 
for your answer. 



I ii) Ranking of statuses is based on personal characteristics, trained skills and 
consequences of tasks performed. 

I i Evallrafion of ranks depends upon values cherished by a society. Evaluation 
is also based on prestige and preferability attacHed with a given status. 

iv) Reward and punishment depend upon perforpance as well as society's 
evaluative considerations. 

A number of theoretical approaches have been put forward for studying these 
processes, involved in stratification. Of these, functiqnal and conflict approaches 
occupy a place of prominence. I 

29.4.1 Functional Approach 
I 

Differentiation based on division of work is considered an inevitable state of &airs 
in all human societies. One person obviously canndt perform all or most of the 
fbnctions in a society. One has to depend upon other ptrsons for some tasks, which 
one does not or cannot perform. Similarly, others d e ~ n d  upon him or her for those 
tasks which he or she performs. Thus, for different fiinctions, persons of different 
intent and ability are required. These by sheer ldifferential intent, ability and 
perfomlance become different b m  each other. Their fipctions are valued differently. 
They are rewarded according to the values attached to their functions. It is this 
differential reward pattern which gives rise to stratification and hierarchy. 

Functional theorists of stratification, such as Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore 
stress the necessity of stratification in the hctional s$nse. They observe that it is a 
universal phenomenon, and go on to argue that it must &rve a usell positive function, 
and be necessary for societal survival. For them, it is the mechanism by which 
society ensures, that the most perfect positions m carefdly filled, by the most qualified 
and able persons in society. They observe that sincethese top positions require a 
substantial period of training and deferral of gratification, they also receive higher 
rewards, in ternls of prestige and monetary reward$. These act as motivational 
factors to perform efficiently in the job. Thus, according to this theory, the unequal 
possessioil of talents is handled by the system of stratification. This theory provides 
us an understanding of the present system of stratification. With the help of this 
theory, the parts of a society can be related to the whole of it. 

I 

I 
However, sociologists, such as Tumin (1969) and Dahrendorf (1 959), have 
challenged the basic assumptiolls of this theory. Fok example, Davis and Moore 
(1 945) have been criticised for confusing social stratification with the existence of 
specialised roles or division of labour. In fact, stratification refers to a system of 
~~llequally privileged groups and individuals, rather than the differentiation based on 
division of labour. 

I The Davis-Moore approach is too general to explain 'the specific nature and causes 
of social inequality. It ignores the possible negative Consequences of stratification 
and differential opporhmities for mobility. 

I 

I 
I 

Ralph Dahrendorf(l959) observes that stratificatiob originates from the "closely 
related tiinity of nom~, sanction and power". A sociaty has an authority structure to 
sustaiil its system of norms and sanctions. It has a systdm of"ilstitutiona1ised power". 
It is the possessioll of this power in terms of "coercio@' and "coerced" that explains 
social stratification. According to Dahrendorf the functional theory does not 

I specifically explain the distribution ofpower, authority and privilege as the basis of 
social stratification. 

P 

I 
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Social Structure process of attempting to change one's rank by giving up 
attributes, that define acaste as low and adoptmg attributes 
that are indicative of higher status, has been called 
Smkritisation. \ 

Serf : A person, belonging to a servile feudal class, bound to 
the soil and the master, 

Slave : A person held in submission as the chattel of a mmter. 

Social Mobility : A change in status within the ranked social levels of a 
society. 
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29.8 MODEL ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS - 

Check Your Progress 1 

1 )  The three bases of social stratification are: 

i) class, ii) status, iii) power. 

2) Class is an economic category, based on one's income while status group is 
determined by the social prestige one enjoys. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1 )  Ranks determined on the basis of age are called age-sets. 

2. The two main types of slavery are - Ancient slavery and New World slavery. 

3) Estate - system of social stratification is determined on the basis of one's 
relationship to ownership of land. 

4) Caste operates at two levels. Firstly, at a1 All-India level, caste is understood 
in terms of a four-fold classification of varnu-Brahmin, kshatriya, Vaish;va 
andShudra. secondly, it operates at the village level in terms of "jati". 

5 )  Class system is the most commonly found system of social stratification ~n 
industrial societies. 

6)  In sociological terms, race can be defined as a group of people who are 
considered by a given society as biologically different fiom the others. 

Check Your Progress 3 

1) The four processes ii~volved in social stratification are : 

i) differentiation, ii) ranking, iii) evaltlationand iv) rewarding 

3) The functionalist theory helps one to understand the existing system of social 
stratification in society. Secondly, it helps in lzlating the pats of socieh to the 
whole and one part to another. 

68 4) According to conflict theogr, social stratification occurs in society because 
groups compete for scarce resources. 



2) Give two ways in which the functionalist apbroach to the study of social 
stratification helps a sociologist. Use three linbs for your answer. 

. 1 -  
................ ; ................................................... ........................................... 

3) Give, in one line, the main reason why, accbrding to the conflict theory, 
stratification occurs in society. 

I 29.5 LET US SUM UP 

I After defining social stratification as a system of social mnking involving relations of 
superiority and inferiority, we have discussed its tlbee dimensions, namely, class, 
status and power. Then we described the six types pf social stratification; namely, 

i) the age set system, 
I 

3 slave system, 
I 

) estate system, 
I 

, iv) caste system, 

Social Strrt i f icrt io~~ 

v) class system, and 

vi) racdethnic system; 

.existing in human societies. This unit outlined theoretical approaches for studying 
various processes involved in social stratification. We concluded the discussion 
with an account of the fhctionalist and conflict,approaches to the study of social 

. stratification. 

29.6 KEY WORDS 

: An upper class, comprising an hereditary nobility. 

: Inhabitants of borough or a town. 

Commensality : The relationship involving those who habitually eat 
together. I 

d 

Commoner : One of the ordinary deople, without a noble rank. 

: The extent of one's idterest in land or a person's property 
in land and tenements or a landed property. 

Evaluative Ranking : Determining a rank on the basis of its high or low value. 

: The relation oftloid to vassal (a person under the 
protection). 

Manumission : Fonnal release fiow slavery, 

New World : The western hemisphere, especially the continents of north 
and south America. 

Sanskritisation : At some time or the other, most castes try to raise their 
rank in the local hierarchy, by giving up their attributes 
and trying to adopt those of castes above them. The 

I 
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Theories of Social Stratification.  

In these Notes we are going to focus our attention on the various ways in which social 
stratification has been analysed and explained by a number of different writers working within a 
variety of theoretical perspectives.  

In particular, we are going to examine in some detail theories of stratification that centre around 
three main categories or types:  

a. Social Class stratification. 
b. Gender stratification. 
c. Ethnic group stratification.  

In this respect, it needs to be noted that we will consider each of the above as theoretically 
separate forms of stratification for the purpose of outlining and evaluating both their basic nature 
and the ways in which they can be theorized. In the "real world" of social interaction, of course, we 
frequently find that some or all of these basic forms coexist (an idea that we will develop in a bit 
more detail at a later point).  

We can begin this examination of theories of social stratification by looking at the concept of social 
class and, in particular at the way in which  Marxist, Weberian and Functionalist, perspectives 
have theorized this concept...   
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Marxist Perspectives on Social Class Stratification.  

A. How Social Class Is Defined.  

In order to understand how both Marx in particular and Marxist writers in general have attempted 
to define and theorize "social stratification" we must first look briefly at the historical background 
and context of Marx's view of social stratification.  

In this respect, Marx argued that Western society (which includes our own society) had developed 
through four main epochs ("periods in time"):  

1. Primitive communism. 
2. Ancient society. 
3. Feudal society. 
4. Capitalist society.  

As Marx argued ("The Communist Manifesto: Bourgeois and Proletarians"),  

"In the earlier epochs of history we find almost everywhere a complicated arrangement of 
society into various orders, a manifold gradation of social rank. In ancient Rome [an 
example of the second epoch listed above] we have patricians, knights, plebeians, slaves; 
in the Middle Ages [an example of the third epoch listed above], feudal lords, vassals, guild 
masters, journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these classes, again, subordinate 
gradations.  

The modern bourgeois society [ that is, Capitalist society - the fourth epoch noted above] 
that has sprouted from the ruins of feudal society has not done away with class 
antagonisms. It has but established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms 
of struggle in places of the old ones.  

Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this distinctive feature: it 
has simplified the class antagonisms. Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into 
two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each other: bourgeoisie [the 
ruling class] and proletariat [the working class]."  

For Marx, only the first epoch (the "primitive communism" of various forms of hunter-gatherer 
society) was free from some form of social stratification on the basis of class. This was because, 
for Marx, class forms of social stratification only come into existence once people start producing 
more goods than they require to fulfil their everyday needs - and hunter-gatherer societies are 
basically subsistence societies; that is, people can only manage to hunt / gather enough food for 
their everyday needs.  

Before we start to look in greater detail at Marx's conception of class it is important to note that 
each of the four epochs noted above are not hard-and-fast "stages" of human development (in the 
sense that one epoch "ends" and another "begins" - which, as an aside, was the way in which 
Auguste Comte ("The Positive Philosophy") theorized historical development). Rather, we need to 
see each epoch merging with the one that preceded it and the one that gradually replaced it, over 
a period of many hundreds of years.  

You might also like to note that Marx delineated a fifth epoch, "advanced Communism" that he 
argued was destined to finally replace Capitalism.     
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In looking at Marx's conception of social class, therefore, we can initially note a number of points:  

1. Firstly, all human societies (except, as has been noted above, the earliest forms of hunter-
gather societies) have been "class based" in some way, shape or form.  

By this, at the most basic level of interpretation, Marx meant that in every known human society 
there has been a fundamental division between two broad social groups, namely that:  

a. One group has always owned and controlled the fundamental material resources that 
are necessary for the maintenance of social existence (such things as food production, the 
creation of shelter, clothing and so forth).  

b. One group has not owned or controlled the production of such things.  

In modern Britain we can express the above most clearly in terms of the basic class structure of 
society thus:  

a. Those who own and control the means of production (which involves ownership of such 
things as land, factories, financial institutions and the like):  

This is the Capitalist class (or "bourgeoisie").  

b. Those who own nothing but their ability to sell their labour power (that is, their ability to 
work) in return for wages:  

This is the Working class (or "proletariat").  

2. From the above we can note two important points:  

a. In any society the economic sphere (that is, the productive process involving the creation of 
goods and services for distribution and exchange) is always the most basic, fundamental and 
ultimately most significant sphere because it is only through economic activity that people can 
produce the things they need for their physical survival.  

In short, economic production, since it is vital for the reproduction of human life, is always 
the most fundamental activity in which people engage.  

b. A its most basic, there are always two major classes in any society according to Marx (the 
aforementioned bourgeoisie and proletariat).  

We need to be clear that Marx was not claiming that there are only ever two classes in any society 
(as we will see in a moment, it is possible for numerous "classes" to exist in society); rather, he 
was saying that:  

a. Only under communism could there be a single class (since communism involves the 
"dictatorship of the proletariat").  

b. The "two class" model is simply the most basic and fundamental form of class society.  

That is, he was arguing that, however many classes it may be possible to delineate empirically in 
a society, at the root of any society stands these two great classes defined in terms of their 
relationship to the means of production.    
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3. Marx was aware that there could be individual movement ("social mobility") between the two 
great classes he theorized. Capitalists could be driven out of business and into poverty / wage 
labour by competition, just as members of the working class could raise capital ("finance"), create 
their own successful business and grow rich.  

However, thinking about these individual events in the grand scheme of things, they recede into 
insignificance, in social terms, for two main reasons according to Marx:  

a. This type of movement tends to be very limited.  

b. It doesn't alter the fundamental principle of Marx's concept of class - it doesn't really matter very 
much who is a member of the bourgeoisie and who is a member of the proletariat. All that really 
matters is that these two classes exist.  

Having said this, it will become evident when we look at the question of class cultures and class 
consciousness that social mobility may be significant in terms of these, and related, concepts...  

4. We can see from the above that, according to Marx's view of things, Capitalism as an economic 
system of production, distribution and exchange possesses a "logic of its own", regardless of who 
individual members of the bourgeoisie actually are. The "economic logic" to which Marx refers 
involves such things as:  

a. The need to make a profit. 
b. The need to exploit others in order to make profits.  

In this respect, to be a "capitalist" involves, by definition, both the exploitation of others and the 
keeping of profits for "personal" use / disposal. In short, Marx was arguing that, logically, 
Capitalism as an economic system cannot exist / survive without this profit motive and 
exploitation.  

5. In the above respect, we are presented with a picture of class stratification that is apparently 
contradictory:  

a. Within the overall parameters of the system there can, theoretically, be as much or as 
little social movement between classes as possible, yet:  

b. The fundamental relationship between social classes (as opposed to particular 
individuals within each class) will remain the same.  

In simple terms, all Marx is saying in the above respect is that it doesn't really matter very much in 
terms of society as a whole who does the exploiting (whether they do it pleasantly or cruelly, for 
example). All that really matters is that exploitation of one class by another takes place.   

To understand this point more clearly we have to understand that, for Marx, social classes are 
objective categories in any society other than a communist one. In this respect, the argument is 
that we can define social classes (on the basis of people's relationship to a production process) 
independently of the individuals who belong to it.  

This doesn't mean that social classes can exist without people (an "error of reification"). Rather, it 
means that in order to be defined as belonging to a particular class individuals have to obey the 
economic logic to which I referred above. In simple terms:  

A Capitalist who doesn't make profits will not be a capitalist for long...   
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As I have suggested at various points in the above, Marx made a clear distinction between two 
things:  

a. The objective definition of social class (in this instance, the individual's relationship to 
the process of production) and  

b. The subjective definition of social class (whether or not an individual believes 
themselves to belong to the class into which they can be objectively allocated).  

Marx was not alone in making this distinction (although he is frequently accused of ignoring or 
overlooking the social significance of the latter). It is a distinction that appears through the 
literature of any discussion of class (from whatever perspective) and, for this reason, it will be 
more useful to discuss it in greater detail in the Study Pack that covers the question of "class 
consciousness".  

Before we start to look at the implications of Marx's analysis of social stratification for both social 
change and social stability, we can recap and expand some of the main features and implications 
of Marx's basic arguments in the following terms:  

1. All societies are characterized by the struggle between social classes; between, on the one 
hand, those who own and control the means of economic production and those who do not. 
Historically, for example, this basic relationship (or "dichotomy" - simply defined as a distinction 
between two things) has been expressed by Marx in terms of:  

a. Ancient societies - Master and slave. 
b. Feudal societies - Lord and serf. 
c. Capitalist societies - Bourgeoisie and proletariat (employer and employee).  

2. This relationship (between owners and non-owners) is one that is both dependent and 
inherently conflictual.  

It is a "mutually dependent" relationship because, for example:  

Capitalists require people to work for them in order to create profits. 
Workers need capitalists in order to earn money for their physical survival.  

It is also a "conflictual" relationship because, according to Marx, each class has different 
basic interests:  

It is in the interest of a capitalist class to keep it ownership of the means of 
production (to attempt, in short to make the most profit it can out of its relationship 
with the proletariat it exploits).  

It is in the interests of a working class to seize ownership of the means of 
production - to replace a capitalist class with a dictatorship of the proletariat.   

Question:  

Briefly explain why it might be in the interests of both the bourgeoisie and the proletariat to 
own the means of production in society.     
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3. This "contradictory relationship" of dependency and conflict helps to explain both:  

a. The basis of social stability in society (how things remain the same) and  

b. The basis of social change.  

Marx called this contradiction a "dialectical relationship" (a union of opposites), but it's perhaps 
easier to think of it, in these terms, as a kind of "love / hate" relationship perhaps...  

The "Two-Class model" of Social Stratification: Closing Observations.  

Marx was aware that whilst it was both theoretically and logically evident that two basic classes 
exist in any society, the "empirical reality" of class stratification in most societies was substantially 
different. In this respect Marx was aware that:  

a. Modes of economic production changed more rapidly than people's ability to adapt to such 
changes (for example, even the gradual transition between a feudal mode of production - based 
upon land ownership and agriculture - and a capitalist mode of production - based upon the 
ownership of capital and industry - meant that class groups would still exist for a time in the latter 
as a left over from the former.  

For example, even as factory production started to become the norm in the early industrial period 
(leading to the emergence of an urban working class), a peasant class based around pre-
capitalist, agricultural forms of production would still exist for a time.  

Such classes were seen by Marx to be "transitional classes", in the sense that they would 
eventually disappear once the new mode of production had established its dominant position.  

b. Secondly, and more importantly, splits / divisions of greater or lesser importance were 
acknowledged to exist within the two broad classes.  

For example, within the bourgeoisie the interests of:  

1. Manufacturing capital (those who owned factories and produced commodities for sale) and  

2. Finance capital (bankers, financiers and so forth),  

were frequently at odds with one another since Manufacturing Capital was involved with the long-
term creation and reproduction of profits whilst Finance capital did not produce anything but 
created profits through short-term lending to industry.  

Additionally, we could also point to the vast difference between Trans-national companies (that is, 
companies which operate in more than one country) and small businesses.  

Conversely, amongst the proletariat we can find clear differences between:  

a. Those employed in minor supervisory roles and 
b. Those whose work involves no supervision of others.        
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B. How Social Order is Created and Maintained.  

Given that, according to Marx, class conflict is inevitable, we need to understand how social order 
maintained in class stratified societies. In order to do this we need to look at how Marxists 
generally understand the basic structure of social systems.   

1. As noted above, social systems can be classified in terms of two basic divisions:  

a. Their economic base (the system of production that gives rise to two basic classes - those who 
own the means of production and those who sell their labour power).  

b. Their political and ideological superstructure that surrounds and "rests upon" the economic 
infrastructure.  

In simple terms, the economic base of a social system consists of the various forces of production 
which produce particular types of social relations to the production process. Thus:  

In feudal society the forces of production relate to agricultural forms of economic production, 
ownership of land and so forth. The basic social relations of production that this produces is the 
distinction between Lord and Peasant.  

In capitalist society the forces of production relate to industrial forms of economic production, the 
ownership of capital and so forth. This gives rise to social relations of production based around the 
distinction between Employer and Employee.  

As this example illustrates:  

A change in the forces of production (for example, from agriculture to industry) produces a change 
in the social relations to production (for example, from a Lord / Peasant relationship to an 
Employer / Employee relationship).  

This change in social relationships as the forces of production change is important not just in class 
terms (since there is still, according to Marx, the basic division of society into two broad classes) 
but also in terms of the political and ideological relationship between the two classes.  

In the first instance, for example, peasants had few political rights in feudal society and they had 
no legal right to organize politically to challenge the ruling ideas in society (how it was organized 
and the like).  

In the second instance, because the relationship changes to a simple one of legal contract (the 
employer has no legal rights over his / her employee as a person - wage earners are not slaves, 
for example), it is possible for a system of political rights to develop, involving ideological 
challenges to the ruling ideas in society (a classic and obvious example in our society being the 
rise of Trade Unions to represent the interests of the working class and the emergence of the 
Labour Party as the political representative of organized labour.  

2. The superstructure of a social system consists of two related spheres:  

a. The State (which involves things like a system of government, judicial systems, a Civil Service 
and the like). This is the political sphere.  

b. Ideological institutions (which involves things like religion, the mass media, education and so 
forth). This is the ideological sphere (the realm of ideas about the nature of the social world).   
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Marx argued that the economic infrastructure was the most important division in society because:  

a. It involved the production, distribution and exchange of the essential requirements for living 
(beginning with basic needs such as food, clothing and shelter and ending with all kinds of 
"necessary" consumer goods - televisions, cars, videos and so forth).  

b. Systems of government, communication and the like are dependent upon the way in which a 
society organizes itself to provide these essential requirements.  

If this seems a little unclear, we can make the relationship easier to understand by using an 
analogy...  

Base and Superstructure: An analogy.  

Let's imagine that "society" is like a building.  

Any building, if it is to remain standing, requires some kind of foundation and, for Marx, the 
"foundations" upon which "society" stands was its economic base.  

In this respect, foundations influence the type of building that can be erected. A 50-storey office 
block, for example, requires deeper and stronger foundations than a single storey house and, 
whilst there is nothing to stop you building an office block on foundations designed to support a 
bungalow, such a building would rapidly collapse since its foundations would not be sufficient to 
support its weight...  

Thinking in terms of foundations, therefore, such things are, by their very nature:  

a. Difficult to observe and 
b. Difficult to change   

once they are established since they are, of course, buried in the ground.  

Once you have established your foundations, you are able to build your offices, house or whatever 
and this is analogous to the superstructure of a society. As we have noted, the social 
superstructure has two main dimensions:  

a. Politics:  

We can compare this dimension to the look and overall shape of a building, insofar as within the 
basic limitations imposed by your foundations you can design and build a variety of different-
looking buildings.  

b. Ideology:  

This dimension is comparable to the various ways in which it is possible for you to furnish your 
building once it has been built. People who live in the same type of building, for example, may 
have very different ideas about how it can be furnished, the use to which each room can be put 
and so forth.  

Clearly, if you think about it, there are constraints upon what can be done to the building in the 
above respect, since such factors as room size and number, the way in which the building has 
been designed and so forth will all be important factors here.    
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Thinking about things in this way:  

1. Politics, ideology and economics all combine to shape the overall look and feel of society (just 
as the foundations, house design and furnishings all combine to shape the look and feel of a 
building).  

2. Some things are more permanent and difficult to change than others...  

Think about the three dimensions I've just noted (politics, ideology and economics) and rank them 
in terms of how easy / difficult it might be to change them (starting with the easiest).  

As you will have noted:  

a. Ideas are easier to change than 
b. Political systems, which are easier to change than 
c. Economic systems.  

To continue the analogy, we can express and develop the above in the following ways:  

1. Ideology or "rearranging the furniture"...  

A building:  

If you want to change the look of your house you can rearrange the furniture, add new pieces and 
get rid of old pieces. You can change the room usage (a bedroom could become a study, for 
example).  

A society:  

In social terms, you could do things like change the way in which children are educated (for 
example, in Britain we have gradually changed from an education system that  segregates 
children on the basis of the idea that they have different "academic and vocational aptitudes" 
(Grammar / Secondary Modern schools) to one that involves the education of all children in the 
same basic type of school (a Comprehensive system)).  

Similarly, in politics the equivalent of "rearranging the furniture" might be to replace our current 
"first past the post" system with one of proportional representation.  

This "ideological rearrangement" will, of course, take time and it  may involve a great deal of 
debate / argument between members of the household, but it is possible to do - mainly because 
by rearranging things you are not attempting to alter the basic structure of your building. 
Additionally, two points need to be noted:  

a. There are clear structural limits to what can be done "inside the building". 
b. Changing the appearance of the building does not alter its purpose.  

2. Politics or "knocking it down and starting again":  

A building:  

If you don't like things like the overall look and size of your building you have the option of 
knocking it down and rebuilding it. This, of course, would be a fairly radical step since by 
demolishing your building you will destroy some or all of its contents (which will cost you time and 
money to replace).  
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If you do not change the foundations on which the building originally stood, there will, as we have 
noted, be restrictions upon the type of structure that you can build. In this respect, since the 
foundations will be unchanged you can only build something that is broadly the same as the 
previous building - although many things can, of course, be changed.  

A society:  

In social terms, political changes that might be analogous to the fairly drastic step of knocking your 
house down and rebuilding it might be something like the replacement of a democratic political 
system by one based upon dictatorship (or vice versa). Clearly, such a change would have 
important / significant social consequences.  

As you can imagine, a change of political system (just like the decision to knock down your house 
and rebuild it differently) is not something that is likely to happen without a great deal of conflict. It 
will, in short, be more difficult to put into operation that the simple decision to change some feature 
of the established political system.  

3. Economics or "digging up the foundations"...  

A building:  

If you decide that you want to replace your one-storey building with a 50 storey building then it is 
clear that you will have to dig-up and relay the foundations. This will, of course, involve 
demolishing both the original building and its contents. It is a long, arduous, task that is likely to 
take you a long time...  

A society:  

In social terms, the above is the equivalent of a change in the mode of economic production that is 
dominant in a society at any given time. For example, in Marxist terms, a change from a feudal to 
a capitalist mode of production. As with digging-up the foundations of a building, this replacement 
cannot happen "overnight" - it will take a long time to fully achieve.  

As should be evident, the decision to rebuild from the foundations upwards is not one that is going 
to be taken without a great deal of conflict and resistance, primarily because it will affect the lives 
(both present and future) of the building's occupants in a substantial way.  

Viewed in these terms, it is not very difficult to decide which of the three areas listed above are 
going to:  

a. Be most resistant to change. 
b. Create the greatest level of conflict concerning whether or not they should be changed.  

If we now turn to think more specifically about how social order is maintained, we can continue the 
analogy by imagining yourself as a family living in the building we have created.  

a. Changing the layout of the rooms might easily be based upon a general consensus about the 
need to rearrange things.  

b. The decision to knock the building down and rebuild it is a fairly drastic step that cannot be 
taken lightly (and may involve overcoming a great deal of resistance to change).  

c. The decision to dig-up the foundations and build something completely different is likely to 
involve a great deal of conflict.  
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Now, translate the above into a "family" that involves millions of people (a society in which 
everyone has an interest) and you should start to appreciate why:  

1. It is difficult to instigate and see through fundamental social changes that involve drastic 
changes in economic organization.  

2. Changes in economic organization will produce political changes (the way in which people 
relate to one another), just as building and populating an office block on the ground where a small 
house once stood will involve changes in political relationships (there will be more people under 
the same roof, the new building will serve a different purpose to the old building and so forth).  

3. Order and stability in a society can persist even though people are in perpetual conflict (just as 
long as radical changes are not made to the economic foundations of society). Thus, in social 
terms, people can argue and conflict over wage rates, the environment, political representation 
and so forth, just as people might argue and conflict over the best position for a new piece of 
furniture or the use to which a spare room might be put...  

C. How Societies Change.  

In terms of the analogies that I've used in the attempt to help you to understand the difference 
between "base and superstructure" in Marxist thinking you have to be careful not to be mislead 
into stretching an analogy too far. For example, it is easy to be mislead into seeing the social 
world as being rather static and unchanging (like a building). Unlike a building made from inert 
(that is, non-living) material, society is constantly changing, primarily because it consists of living, 
thinking, people who are constantly changing and adapting their personal relationships. If you 
want to persist with the analogy, it is as if "society" is constructed from living materials, each brick 
in the wall having its own store of experiences and ideas...  

However, if we drop this analogy (since it has served its purpose and, in this new context is 
potentially confusing), we need to understand how Marxists theorize social change since, as you 
should be aware from your wider reading and experience, societies both evolve over time and, 
most importantly, undergo revolutionary social changes. Marxism attempts to account for the 
process of social change by using the idea of class conflict as the social dynamic that underpins 
such change.  

In this respect, in basic (over-simplified) terms, each class in a society, as we have seen, has 
apparently different economic interests which they attempt to pursue. In this respect, basic 
"conflicts of interest" are always likely to occur since, if two classes want the same thing (control 
over the means of production) and only one can obtain it, then the basis for conflict is present...  

Additionally, Marx used the notion of "contradictions" in the economic sphere to help explain both 
social change and social order. In this respect, again as we have seen previously, a fundamental 
contradiction between the bourgeoisie and proletariat is that although they will necessarily conflict 
in terms of their basic interests, they also need each other in capitalist society - the former in order 
to have people to exploit and make profits from, the latter in order to get money to by various 
commodities.  

In another respect Marx noted a contradiction between the economic and political spheres of 
capitalism:  

Capitalist economics are based upon the idea of contracts which people necessarily enter into of 
their own "free will" (Marx did of course recognize that "free will" was actually the product of 
various social pressures, experiences and constraints), the most fundamental of which is the 
contract between an employer and employee. In return for work (the ability to make an employee 
productive in some way), the employer exchanges a wage.  
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Of necessity, in order for capitalism to remain a dynamic system of production, an employee has 
to be legally free to "choose" an employer (and vice versa). There are a number of reasons for this 
situation:  

a. It was necessity, in the early stages of capitalist development, because it provided a means of 
breaking the old feudal system of "tied relationships" between the nobility and the peasantry.  

b. It forces employers to "compete" for labour.  

c. It allows employers to "hire and fire" employees as and when necessary (during cyclical periods 
of economic expansion and contraction, for example). In this sense, the employer is hiring an 
individual's "ability to work" (their "labour power") rather than the individual themselves (an 
employer does not own the people they employ).   

d. The employer does not have to pay the "social costs" of maintaining a workforce (the employee, 
for example, pays their own "work-related" costs - food, clothing, shelter and the like - out of their 
wages). For a more-detailed discussion of this idea you need to refer to the "Family Life" Study 
Packs.  

In the above respect, therefore, the "contradiction" we can note is between:  

a. The political status of individuals (in terms of, for example, their freedom to sell their labour 
power to anyone for as much money as possible) outside the workplace.  

b. The political status of individuals inside the workplace (since an employee has to be physically 
present in order to sell their labour power - the two cannot be empirically separated, even though 
we can separate them theoretically for our convenience).  

In the former there is, for example, such things as legal and political equality, whilst in the latter 
there is no such equality. An employer buys the right to dominate labour within the workplace.  

The contradiction here, of course, is that an employee is both the political equal of the employer 
whilst also being subservient to him / her...  

Where contradictions exist, Marx argues that the potential for conflict also exists; where two or 
more things are opposed then conflict is always possible.  

Where Marxism in particular differs from other forms of Conflict theory (for example, Weberian 
sociology or Feminism) is in terms of the primary importance it gives to economic conflicts.   

Economic conflict, for Marxists, is seen to be the single most important form of conflict in society, 
whereas Weber, for example, stresses the importance of economic, political and ideological 
conflicts and feminism stresses the central importance of gender conflicts.  

For Marxists, therefore, various forms of social change are brought into existence by the clash of 
interests between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat as each seeks to achieve the best it can 
within the capitalist system...   
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Modern Marxism.  

Although we have, of necessity, concentrated on the work of Karl Marx in order to establish some 
of the basic theoretical principles and concepts employed by Marxist sociology, you need to be 
aware that "Marxism" is a fairly dynamic theoretical perspective insofar as it is constantly being 
amended and reinterpreted by writers as diverse as:  

Eric Ohlin Wright (USA). 
Antonio Gramsci (Italy) 
Louis Althussser (France) 
Nicos Poulantzas (Greece) 
Ralph Milliband (UK).  

In this respect, the basic two-class model proposed by Marx has been variously reinterpreted in 
the light of developments in the 20th century (some of which we will discuss in more detail at the 
appropriate points in further Study Packs). Modern Marxists have tended to refine Marx's model 
by subdividing the bourgeoisie and proletariat into various sub-classes or "class fractions" as the 
neo-Marxist Nicos Poulantzas has termed them ("Classes in Contemporary Capitalism", 1975).  

Most people, for example, will be familiar with the classical division of the class structure into three 
classes:  

Upper, 
Middle and 
Lower,  

although we could add two further classes - one at the top (the Aristocracy) and one at the bottom 
(the "lumpenproletariat" or "underclass").  

Although Marx tended to argue that such sub-classes would disappear in late-capitalism 
(immediately prior to a Communist revolution), any empirical analysis of class must take account 
of the existence of various sub-divisions within the class structure.  

Rather than discuss modern Marxism in any further detail, however, it is probably more 
appropriate to consider modern developments as and when they are applicable in subsequent 
Notes.   
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Evaluation.  

As you are no doubt aware, Marx's ideas have been the subject of intense debate both within 
sociology and, of course, wider society (mainly because of the important political aspect of Marx's 
theoretical perspective). There are a number of criticisms at which we can briefly look, some of 
which are more valid than others...  

1. Marx was politically biased:  

This is true but not a very telling criticism for at least two main reasons:  

a. "Bias" is only significant if it involves the attempt to misinterpret / misinform - otherwise every 
statement about the world is "biased", in the sense that it involves holding one viewpoint to be 
superior to another.  

b. All knowledge involves some form of interpretation and it seems difficult to conceive of any 
theory of social stratification that could not, on the above terms, be considered biased.  

Furthermore, to argue that one view of stratification is more "politically biased" than another is to 
imply that there is a theory, somewhere, which is incontrovertibly true - and this is not the case...  

2. Marx was an "economic determinist":  

By this is meant the idea that relations in the economic sphere of human activity determine the 
shape and form of all other human relationships. As Marx was well aware (especially in relation to 
his discussion of class consciousness - something we will look at in some detail in a later Study 
Pack), the influences upon human behaviour are many and varied - and economic influences and 
pressures are but one (albeit very important) influence.  

3. Not all societies are "class societies":  

This is a more serious criticism in terms of Marx's theoretical analysis, since it is evident that 
Marxists have had problem explaining something like the Caste system operating in India (a 
system that seems to be built around religious status) in class terms.  

In a slightly different way, some feminists (particularly radical feminists) have argued that Marxists 
have paid too little attention to stratification based upon gender (the concept of a "sex-class", for 
example, whereby males and females are seen to have different political, economic and 
ideological interests). In this respect, the criticism is not so much that societies are not "class 
stratified"; rather, it is that Marxists have tended to use a definition of class that encompasses 
purely economic relationships.  

4. Is Communism "inevitable"?  

Since this is a question that cannot be logically answered until communism comes to pass (if 
communism does occur then it will have been shown to be inevitable and if it doesn't occur then it 
might still be inevitable at some unspecified point in the future).  

More importantly, perhaps, writers such as Sir Karl Popper have argued that the theories 
employed by Marxists are non-scientific because they do not admit to the possibility of ever being 
falsified. Like the religious leader who argues that belief in God will result in the establishment of 
the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, Marxists are accused by writers like Popper of failing to produce 
theories that can be tested, as opposed to theories that are little more than articles of faith...  
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5. Finally, there is debate - both within and outside Marxism - concerning the significance of both 
class fractions and the status of the "middle classes" generally. Writers such as Saunders ("Social 
Class and Social Stratification") from a right wing perspective argue that Marxists such as 
E.O.Wright and Poulantzas have failed to establish a theoretical basis for the existence and 
continuance of a middle class within Marxist theory (whilst, conversely, such writers from a left 
wing perspective argue that they have satisfactorily explained the continued existence of this 
class...).   



Max Weber theory in social stratification 

 

Max Weber was strongly influenced by Marx’s ideas, but rejected the possibility of effective communism, 
arguing that it would require an even greater level of detrimental social control and bureaucratization than 
capitalist society. Moreover, Weber criticized the dialectical presumption of proletariat revolt, believing it to be 
unlikely. Instead, he developed the three-component theory of stratification and the concept of life chances . 
fungsionalisMarxis 
 

Weber supposed there were more class divisions than Marx suggested, taking different concepts from both 
functionalist and Marxist theories to create his own system. He emphasized the difference between class, status, 
and party, and treated these as separate but related sources of power, each with different effects on social 
action.Working around half a century later than Marx, Weber claimed there to be in fact four main classes: the 
upper class , the white collar workers , the petite bourgeoisie , and the manual working class . Barat Weber’s 
theory more-closely resembles modern Western class structures, although economic status does not seem to 
depend strictly on earnings in the way Weber envisioned. 
 

Weber derived many of his key concepts on social stratification by examining the social structure of Germany . 
modal He noted that contrary to Marx’s theories, stratification was based on more than simply ownership of 
capital . Weber examined how many members of the aristocracy lacked economic wealth yet had strong 
political power. Many wealthy families lacked prestige and power, for example, because they were Jewish . 
Weber introduced three independent factors that form his theory of stratification hierarchy; class, status, and 
power: 
 

• Class : A person’s economic position in a society. Weber differs from Marx in that he does not see this as the 
supreme factor in stratification. proletariat Weber noted how managers of corporations or industries control 
firms they do not own; Marx would have placed such a person in the proletariat . 
 

• Status : A person’s prestige, social honor, or popularity in a society. Weber noted that political power was not 
rooted in capital value solely, but also in one’s individual status. Poets or saints, for example, can possess 
immense influence on society with often little economic worth. 
 

• Power : A person’s ability to get their way despite the resistance of others. For example, individuals in state 
jobs, such as an employee of the Federal Bureau of Investigation , or a member of the United States Congress , 
may hold little property or status but they still hold immense power. 
 

Max Weber, including one between sociologists who do not agree with the use of purely economic dimensions 
to determine the social stratification. Sociology Giddens in his book shows similarities between Marx and 
Weber: 
 

“Like Marx, Weber regarded society as characterized by conflict over power and resources” 



Simultaneously the Difference 
 

“Although Weber accepted Marx’s view that class is founded on objectively given economic factors as 
important in class formation than were recognized by Marx” 

Both Marx and Weber both see that class is the stratification of society based on the economic dimension. But 
as we have said previously that Weber includes social scientists who reject the use of dimensions of economic 
stratification solely in social stratification of society. 
According to Weber, social stratification is not as simple as to be explained by the class, he adds in his 
description of power in society that the differentiation of society can be viewed via the status groups, parties 
and classes. 
 

Class according to Weber is the number of people who have similarities in terms of opportunities for life or fate 
(life chances). Opportunities to live person is determined by economic interests in the form of control over 
goods and the opportunity to earn income in the labor market or commodity market. People who are in the same 
class have in common is called a class situation. 
 

Classroom situation is an equation in terms of opportunities for inventory control, personal life experience, or 
way of life. Categories basis for distinguishing the class is their wealth, and class are factors that create 
economic interests, at this point Marx and Weber’s class concept is the same, namely the class distinctions and 
factors that encourage the creation of the class. 
 

Another dimension is the dimension used Weber is honor. Human grouped in group status. Group status is a 
person who is in equal status situations, where people are chances of survival are determined by the size of 
honor, look at differentiation and courtiers sultan in Yogyakarta. The equation of honor expressed performance 
status equation lifestyle. In the area of this association can be a restriction in the association with a person 
whose status is lower. In addition to barring him in the association, according to Weber’s status groups 
characterized by the presence of the privileges and monopolies on goods and material and an ideal opportunity. 
In terms of lifestyle, this we can see from the style of consumption. 
 

Besides the economic dimension of distinction and honor Weber says that communities are also differentiated 
on the basis of its power. Power according to Weber is an opportunity for someone or some people to realize 
their own desires through a communal action even though experiencing opposition from people who 
participated in the communal action. Form of communal action is oriented towards the party which gained 
power. 

Max Weber’s Methodology 
 

Max Weber argued against abstract theory, and he favored an approach to sociological inquiry that generated its 
theory from rich, systematic, empirical, historical research. This approach required, first of all, an examination 
of the relationships between, and the respective roles of, history and sociology in inquiry. Weber argued that 
sociology was to develop concepts for the analysis of concrete phenomena, which would allow sociologists to 
then make generalizations about historical phenomena. History, on the other hand, would use a lexicon of 
sociological concepts in order to perform causal analysis of particular historical events, structures, and 
processes. In scholarly practice, according to Weber, sociology and history are interdependent. 
Weber contended that understanding, or Verstehen , was the proper way of studying social phenomena. Derived 



from the interpretive practice known as hermeneutics, the method of Verstehen strives to understand the 
meanings that human beings attribute to their experiences, interactions, and actions. Weber construed Verstehen 
as a methodical, systematic, and rigorous form of inquiry that could be employed in both macro- and micro-
sociological analysis. 
 

Weber’s formulation of causality stresses the great variety of factors that may precipitate the emergence of 
complex phenomena such as modern capitalism. Moreover, Weber argued that social scientists, unlike natural 
scientists, must take into account the meanings that actors attribute to their interactions when considering 
causality. Weber, furthermore, sought a middle ground between Nomothetic (general laws) and idiographic 
(idiosyncratic actions and events) views in his notion of a probabilistic adequate causality. 
 

Weber’s greatest contribution to the conceptual arsenal of sociology is known as the ideal type. The ideal type 
is basically a theoretical model constructed by means of a detailed empirical study of a phenomenon. An ideal 
type is an intellectual construct that a sociologist may use to study historical realities by means of their 
similarities to, and divergences from, the model. Note that ideal types are not utopias or images of what the 
world ought to look like. 
 

Weber urged sociologists to reflect on the role of values in both research and the classroom. When teaching, he 
argued, sociologists ought to teach students the facts, rather than indoctrinating them to a particular political or 
personal point of view. Weber did argue, however, that the values of one’s society often help to decide what a 
scholar will study. He contended that, while values play this very important role in the research process, they 
must be kept out of the collection and interpretation of data.  

Max Weber’s Substantive Sociology 
 

Max Weber’s sociology is fundamentally a science that employs both interpretive understanding and causal 
explanations of social action and interaction. His typology of the four types of social action is central to 
comprehending his sociology. According to Weber, social action may be classified as means-ends rational 
action, value-rational action, affectual action, or traditional action. Any student of Weber must keep in mind 
that these are ideal types. 
 

Weber developed a multidimensional theory of stratification that incorporated class, status, and party. Class is 
determined by one’s economic or market situation (ie, life chances), and it is not a community but rather a 
possible basis for communal action. Status is a matter of honor, prestige, and one’s style of life. Parties, 
according to Weber, are organized structures that exist for the purposes of gaining domination in some sphere of 
social life. Class, status, and party may be related in many ways in a given empirical case, which provides the 
sociologist with a very sophisticated set of conceptual tools for the analysis of stratification and power. 
 

Weber also made a profound contribution to the study of obedience with his ideal types of legitimate 
domination or authority. Rational-legal authority rests on rules and law. Traditional authority rests on belief in 
established practices and traditions – ie, authority is legitimate because it is exercised the way it has always 
been exercised. Charismatic authority rests on belief in the extraordinary powers or qualities of a leader. All of 
these forms of authority must take into account the point of view of those obeying commands. 
 



Moreover, each form of authority is associated with a variety of structural forms of organization and 
administration. Legal authority, for example, is often associated with bureaucracy, while traditional authority is 
associated with gerontocracy, patriarchalism, patrimonialism, and feudalism. Charismatic authority may be 
associated with a charismatic form of organization. The dilemma of charismatic authority, however, consists of 
the difficulty of maintaining charisma when the charismatic leader dies. In other words, charismatic 
organizations tend to routinize charisma, which invariably gives rise to either traditional or rational-legal 
authority. 
 

Weber also argued that rationalization is a long-term historical process that has transformed the modern world. 
His typology of forms of rationality is central to this argument. He argued that there are four types of 
rationality: practical, theoretical, formal, and substantive. He was most concerned with processes of formal and 
substantive rationalization, especially as propelled by capitalism and bureaucracy. Weber argued that 
rationalization has occurred in many spheres, including the economy, law, religion, politics, the city, and art. 
 

Weber’s arguments regarding rationalization are exemplified in his studies of religion and capitalism. These 
sophisticated and voluminous studies inquire into the ways in which religious ideas, the spirit of capitalism, and 
capitalism as an economic system, are interrelated. In short, according to Weber, Calvinism as a rational, 
methodical system of religious beliefs and practices was an important factor in the emergence of modern 
capitalism in the Western world. The economic ethics of other religions, such as Hinduism and Confucianism, 
inhibited the emergence of modern capitalism in India and China. Once modern capitalism emerged in the 
Western world, however, it spread the effects of rationalization worldwide. 
 

While Weber’s work has had a profound impact on sociology – as well as other disciplines – it is not without its 
critics. Some critics question the consistency and applicability of Weber’s method of Verstehen . Others are 
puzzled by Weber’s methodological individualism as it is applied to macro-sociology. Some critics have 
rebuked Weber for failing to offer any alternatives to rationalization, capitalism, and bureaucracy. Finally, many 
critics decry Weber’s unflagging pessimism about the future of rationalization and bureaucracy.  

 



Structural Functionalism 

Although popular, even dominant, after World War II, structural functionalism is today generally of only 
historical interest. Emerging as an offshoot of organicism, structural functionalists were mainly societal 
functionalists who were interested in large-scale social structures and institutions within society, how they 
interrelate, and their constraining effects on actors. 

One of the earliest and better known applications of structural functionalism was thefunctional theory of 
stratification. This theory argued that stratification was universal and necessary for society, and that it was 
therefore functional. Stratification here refers to positions rather than individuals and to the way that individuals 
are placed in the appropriate position. Since some positions are more important, more pleasant, and require 
different skills, a system of stratification is necessary to make sure all roles are fulfilled. Much like other 
versions of structural functionalism, this theory is criticized as conservative and lacking in empirical support. 

Talcott Parsons 

The single greatest contributor, and practitioner, of structural functionalism was Talcott Parsons (1902-1979). 
The heart of Parsons's theory is built on the four functional imperatives, also known as the AGIL system: 

1. The adaptive function, whereby a system adapts to its environment. 
2. The goal-attainment function, i.e., how a system defines and achieves its goals. 
3. The integrative function, or the regulation of the components of the system. 
4. Latency, or pattern maintenance function, i.e., how motivation and the dimensions of culture that create 

and sustain motivation are stimulated. 

Complementing this are four action systems, each of which serve a functional imperative: thebehavioral 
organism performs the adaptive function; the personality system performs goal attainment; the social 
system performs the integrative function; and the cultural systemperforms pattern maintenance. Parsons saw 
these action systems acting at different levels of analysis, starting with the behavioral organism and building to 
the cultural system. He saw these levels hierarchically, with each of the lower levels providing the impetus for 
the higher levels, with the higher levels controlling the lower levels. 

Parsons was concerned primarily with the creation of social order, and he investigated it using his theory based 
on a number of assumptions, primarily that systems are interdependent; they tend towards equilibrium; they 
may be either static or involved in change; that allocation and integration are particularly important to systems 
in any particular point of equilibrium; and that systems are self-maintaining. These assumptions led him to 
focus primarily on order but to overlook, for the most part, the issue of change. 

The basic unit of Parsons's social system is the status-role complex. Actors are seen as a collection of statuses 
and roles relatively devoid of thought. Parsons's interest was in the large-scale components of social systems, 
such as collectivities, norms, and values. Parsons also thought that social systems had a number of functional 
prerequisites, such as compatibility with other systems, fulfillment of the needs of actors, support from other 
systems, inducing adequate levels of participation from its members, controlling deviance, controlling conflict, 
and language. 

Parsons was particularly interested in the role of norms and values. He focused on the socialization process, 
whereby society instills within individuals an outlook in which it is possible for them to pursue their own self-
interest while still serving the interests of the system as a whole. It was through socialization that Parsons 
believed that actors internalized the norms of society. Physical or coercive systems of control were seen as only 
a secondary line of defense. 



The cultural system is at the very pinnacle of action systems. For instance, Parsons believed that culture had the 
capability of becoming a part of other systems, such as norms and values in the social system. Culture is defined 
as a patterned, ordered system of symbols that are objects of orientation to actors, internalized aspects of the 
personality system, and institutionalized patterns. The symbolic nature of culture allows it to control other 
action systems. 

The personality system generates personality, defined as the organized orientation and motivation of action in 
the individual actor, built by need-dispositions and shaped by the social setting. Again Parsons presents a 
passive view of actors. 

In order to deal with change, Parsons turned to a form of evolutionary theory, focusing on differentiation and 
adaptive upgrading. He suggested three evolutionary stages: primitive, intermediate, and modern. This 
perspective suffers from a number of flaws, primarily because it sees change as generally positive and does not 
deal with the process of change, but rather points of equilibrium across periods of change. 

One way that Parsons does inject a real sense of dynamism into his theory is with the concept of the generalized 
media of interchange. Although this concept is somewhat ambiguous, it can be thought of as resources, 
particularly symbolic resources, for which there is a universal desire (e.g., money, influence, or political power). 
The suggestion that individuals might act to influence the social distribution of such resources (as media 
entrepreneurs) adds dynamism to what is often seen as a static theory. 

Robert Merton 

Robert Merton(1910-2003) attempted to rectify some of the weaknesses within structural functionalism. 
Specifically, he criticized the underlying assumptions of functionalism and added complexity to how structural 
functionalism dealt with the relationship between structures and functions. Dispensing with the notion that all 
parts of the system are functional, highly integrated, and indispensable, he created a system of concepts to deal 
with the ways in which structures may be related to the whole. For instance, he suggested that some social facts 
might be dysfunctional, meaning they may have negative consequences for other social facts. Overall, he 
thought that it was possible to have an idea of the balance of a structure by taking into account dysfunctions, 
functions, and nonfunctions. He also added additional complexity by asserting that this sort of analysis may be 
performed at various levels of functional analysis, as "functions" might be a matter of perspective. For instance, 
slavery was functional for some and dysfunctional for others. 

Merton was also concerned with the intended and unintended functions of structures, ormanifest and latent 
functions, and their unanticipated consequences. He added nuance to structural functionalism by noting that 
dysfunctional structures can exist within systems, depending on their relationship to other systems. Thus not all 
structures are positive, nor are all of them indispensable. 

Merton also took up Emile Durkheim's (1857-1917) notion of anomie. He suggested that when individuals 
cannot act in accordance with normalized values or realize normalized goals because of the obstacles created by 
social structures, it produces deviant behavior. 

Criticisms 

There are a number of criticisms of structural functionalism: it is ahistorical; it is unable to deal effectively with 
the process of change or conflict; and it is conservative. It is viewed as ambiguous and lacking in adequate 
methods. Structural functionalism inhibits certain forms of analyses, such as comparative analysis. Structural 
functionalism has also been described as both illegitimately teleological and tautological. The former implies 
that structural functionalists rely too heavily on the notion that social structures have purposes or goals. This 
notion is posited to justify the existence of particular structures without adequate theoretical reasons or 
empirical backing. Tautology suggests that the conclusion of a theory makes explicit what is implicit in the 



premise of the theory. Thus, structural functionalism defines the whole in terms of the parts and the parts in 
terms of the whole. 

Neofunctionalism 

Neofunctionalism was an attempt by theorists such as Jeffrey Alexander, among others, to revive the stronger 
tenets of structural functionalism. Neofunctionalism attempted to synthesize portions of structural functionalism 
with other theories. It highlighted the interactional patterning of the elements that constitute society, attended to 
both action and order, understood integration as a possibility rather than as fact, adopted various portions of 
Parsons's action systems, and traced the process of social change that resulted from differentiation within action 
systems. 

Conflict Theory 

Associated primarily with the work of Ralf Dahrendorf (1929- ), conflict theory arose primarily as a reaction 
against structural functionalism and in many ways represents its antithesis. Where structural functionalism sees 
a near harmony of purpose from norms and values, conflict theory sees coercion, domination, and power. 
Dahrendorf saw both theories as addressing different situations, depending upon the focus of the study. 
According to Dahrendorf, functionalism is useful for understanding consensus while conflict theory is 
appropriate for understanding conflict and coercion. 

For Dahrendorf the distribution of authority was a key to understanding social conflict. Authority is located not 
within people but within various positions. Authority is created by the expectation of certain types of action 
associated with particular positions, including subordination of others and subordination to others. Various 
positions of authority exist within associations. The fault lines that spring up around competing loci of authority 
generate conflicting groups. The conflict between these groups pervades their interaction, with the result that 
authority is often challenged and tenuous. 

Much as Merton looked at latent and manifest functions, Dahrendorf identified latent and manifest interests, or 
unconscious and conscious interests. The connection between these two concepts was a major problematic for 
conflict theory. Dahrendorf posited the existence of three types of groups: quasi- groups, interest groups, 
and conflict groups. Dahrendorf felt that, under ideal circumstances, conflict could be explained without 
reference to any other variables. 

Conflict theory has been criticized for being ideologically radical, underdeveloped, and unable to deal with 
order and stability. Both functionalism and conflict theory share the weakness of being able to explain only 
portions of social life. 

Conflict Sociology 

Randall Collins developed a form of conflict theory that focuses far more on micro-level interactions than does 
Dahrendorf. It criticized previous conflict theories and theories of stratification as "failures," and attempted to 
focus on the role of individual action in the process of stratification. His theory of stratification is rooted in 
Marxist, phenomenological, and ethnomethodological concerns, focusing on material arrangements and 
exploitation in real-life situations. Collins extended his theory to deal with various dimensions of stratification, 
such as gender and age inequality, as well as looking at stratification within formal organizations. 
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Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore with a response by Melvin Tumin 

Some Principles of Stratification  
 
Starting from the proposition that no society is "classless," or unstratified, an effort is made to explain, in 
functional terms, the universal necessity that calls forth stratification in any social system. 

Next, an attempt is made to explain the roughly uniform distribution of prestige as between the major types of 
positions in every society. Because, however, there occur between one society and another great differences in 
the degree and kind of stratification, some attention is also given to the varieties of social inequality and the 
variable factors that give rise to them .... 

Throughout, it will be necessary to keep in mind one thing-namely, that the discussion relates to the system of 
positions, not to the individuals occupying those positions. It is one thing to ask why different positions carry 
different degrees of prestige, and quite another to ask how certain individuals get into those positions. Although, 
as the argument will try to show, both questions are related, it is essential to keep them separate in our thinking. 

The main functional necessity explaining the universal presence of stratification is precisely the requirement 
faced by any society of placing and motivating individuals in the social structure. As a functioning mechanism a 
society must somehow distribute its members in social positions and induce them to perform the duties of these 
positions. It must thus concern itself with motivation at two different levels: to instill in the proper individuals 
the desire to fill certain positions, and, once in these positions, the desire to perform the duties attached to them. 

One may ask what kind of rewards a society has at its disposal in distributing its personnel and securing 
essential services. It has, first of all, the things that contribute to sustenance and comfort. It has, second, the 
things that contribute to humor and diversion. And it has, finally, the things that contribute to self-respect and 
ego expansion. The last, because of the peculiarly social character of the self, is largely a function of the opinion 
of others, but it nonetheless ranks in importance with the first two. In any social system all three kinds of 
rewards must be dispensed differentially according to positions. 

Granting the general function that inequality subserves, one can specify the two factors that determine the 
relative rank of different positions. In general those positions convey the best reward, and hence have the 
highest rank, that (a) have the greatest importance for the society and (b) require the great training or talent. The 
first factor concerns function and is a matter of relative significance; the second concerns means and is a matter 
of scarcity. 

Actually a society does not need to reward positions in proportion to their functional importance. It merely 
needs to give sufficient reward to them to insure that they will be filled competently. In other words, it must see 
that less essential positions do not compete successfully with more essential ones. If a position is easily filled, it 
need not be heavily rewarded, even though important. On the other hand, if it is important but hard to fill, the 
reward must be high enough to get it filled anyway. Functional importance is therefore a necessary but not a 
sufficient cause of high rank being assigned to a position. 
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Practically all positions, no matter how acquired, require some form of skill or capacity for performance. There 
are, ultimately, only two ways in which a person's qualifications come about: through inherent capacity or 
through training. Obviously, in concrete activities both are always necessary, but from a practical standpoint the 
scarcity may lie primarily in one or the other, as well as in both. 

Insofar as there is a difference between one system of stratification and another, it is attributable to whatever 
factors affect the two determinants of differential reward-namely, functional importance and scarcity of 
personnel.  

 
Critical Response by Melvin Tumin 

The fact of social inequality in human society is marked by its ubiquity and its antiquity. Every known society, 
past and present, distributes its scarce and demanded goods and services unequally. And there are attached to 
the positions which command unequal amounts of such goods and services certain highly morally-toned 
evaluations of their importance for the society. The ubiquity and the antiquity of such inequality has given rise 
to the assumption that there must be something both inevitable and positively functional about such social 
arrangements .... 

Clearly, the truth or falsity of such an assumption is a strategic question for any general theory of social 
organization. It is therefore most curious that the basic premises and implications of the assumption have only 
been most casually explored by American sociologists. 

Let us take the [Davis and Moore] propositions and examine them. 

Certain positions in any society are more functionally important than others and require special skills for their 
performance. 

The key term here is "functionally important." The functionalist theory of social organization is by no means 
clear and explicit about this term. This concept immediately involves a number of perplexing questions. Among 
these are: (a) the issue of minimum vs. maximum survival; (b) whether such a proposition is a useless tautology 
because any status quo at any given moment is nothing more than everything present in the status quo. In these 
terms, all acts and structures must be judged positively functional in that they constitute essential portions of the 
status quo; (c) what kind of calculus of functionality exists that will enable us to add and subtract long and short 
range consequences, with their mixed qualities, and arrive at some summative judgment of functionality? 

A generalized theory of social stratification must recognize that the prevailing system of inducements and 
rewards is only one of many variants in the whole range of possible systems of motivation which, at least 
theoretically, are capable of working in human society. 

Only a limited number of individuals in any society have the talents that can be trained into the skills 
appropriate to the more functionally important positions. 

The truth of this proposition depends at least in part on the truth of proposition 1 above. It is, therefore, subject 
to all the limitations indicated above. But for the moment, let us assume the validity of the first proposition and 
concentrate on the question of the rarity of appropriate talent. If all that is meant is that in every society there is 
a range of talent, and that some members of any society are by nature more talented that others, no sensible 
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contradiction can be offered. But a question must be raised regarding the amount of sound knowledge present in 
any society concerning the presence of talent in the population. For, in every society there is some demonstrable 
ignorance regarding the amount of talent present in the population. 

In this context, it may be asserted that there is some noticeable tendency for elites to restrict further access to 
their privileged positions, once they have sufficient power to enforce such restrictions. This is especially true in 
a culture where it is possible for an elite to contrive a high demand and a proportionately higher reward for its 
work by restricting the numbers of the elite available to do the work. The recruitment and training of doctors in 
modern United States is at least partly a case in point. 

The conversion of talents into skills involves a training period during which sacrifices of one kind or another 
are made by those undergoing the training. 

Davis and Moore introduce here a concept, "sacrifice," that comes closer than any of the rest of their vocabulary 
of analysis to being a direct reflection of the rationalizations, offered by the more fortunate members of a 
society, of the rightness of their occupancy of privileged positions. 

In our present society, for example, what are the sacrifices that talented persons undergo in the training period? 
The possibly serious losses involve the surrender of earning power and the cost of the training. The latter is 
generally borne by the parents of the talented youth undergoing training, and not by the trainees themselves. 
There is, second, the extremely highly valued privilege of having greater opportunity for self-development. 
There is, third, all the psychic gain involved in being allowed to delay the assumption of adult responsibilities 
such as earning a living and supporting a family. There is, fourth, the access to leisure and freedom of a kind not 
likely to be experienced by the persons already at work. 

To induce the talented persons to undergo these sacrifices and acquire the training, their future positions must 
carry an inducement value in the form of differential, i.e., privileged and disproportionate access to the scarce 
and desired rewards that the society has to offer. 

Let us assume, for the purposes of the discussion, that the training period is sacrificial and the talent is rare in 
every conceivable human society. There is still the basic problem as to whether the allocation of differential 
rewards in scarce and desired goods and services is the only or the most efficient way of recruiting the 
appropriate talent to these positions. 

For there are a number of alternative motivational schemes whose efficiency and adequacy ought at least to be 
considered in this context. What can be said, for instance, on behalf of the motivation which De Man called "joy 
in work," Veblen termed "instinct for workmanship" and which we latterly have come to identify as "intrinsic 
work satisfaction"? Or, to what extent could the motivation of "social duty" be institutionalized in such a 
fashion that self-interest and social interest come closely to coincide? Or, how much prospective confidence can 
be placed in the possibilities of institutionalizing "social service" as a widespread motivation for seeking one's 
appropriate position and fulfilling it conscientiously? 

These scarce and desirable goods consist of rights and perquisites attached to, or built into, the positions and 
can be classified into those things that contribute to (a) sustenance and comfort: (b) humor and diversion; (c) 
self-respect and ego expansion. 
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This differential access to the basic regards of the society has as consequence the differentiation of the prestige 
and esteem which various strata acquire. 

With the classification of the rewards offered by Davis and Moore there need be little argument. Some question 
must be raised, however, as to whether any reward system, built into a general stratification system, must 
allocate equal amounts of all three types of reward in order to function effectively, or whether one type of 
reward may be emphasized to the virtual neglect of others. This raises the further question regarding which type 
of emphasis is likely to prove most effective as a differential inducer. Nothing in the known facts about human 
motivation impels us to favor one type of reward over the other, or to insist that all three types of reward must 
be built into the positions in comparable amounts if the position is to have an inducement value. 

Social inequality among different strata in the amounts of scarce and desired goods, and the amounts of 
prestige and esteem which they receive, is both positively functional and inevitable in any society. 

If the objections which have heretofore been raised are taken as reasonable, then it may be stated that the only 
items that any society must distribute unequally are the power and property necessary for the performance of 
different tasks. If such differential power and property are viewed by all as commensurate with the differential 
responsibilities, and if they are culturally defined as resources and not as rewards, then no differentials in 
prestige and esteem need follow. 

Historically, the evidence seems to be that every time power and property are distributed unequally; no matter 
what the cultural definition, prestige and esteem differentiations have tended to result as well. Historically, 
however, no systematic effort has ever been made, under propitious circumstances, to develop the tradition that 
each person is as socially worthy as all other persons who perform their appropriate tasks conscientiously. 
While such a tradition seems utterly utopian, no known facts in psychological or social science have yet 
demonstrated its impossibility or its dysfunctionality for the continuity of a society. 

Are there other, negative, functions of institutionalized social inequality that can be identified, if only 
tentatively? Some such dysfunctions of stratification have already been suggested in the body of this paper. 
Along with others they may now be stated, in the form of provisional assertions, as follows: 

1. Social stratification systems function to limit the possibility of discovery of the full range of talent 
available in a society.  

2. In foreshortening the range of available talent, social stratification systems function to set limits upon 
the possibility of expanding the productive resources of the society, at least relative to what might be the 
case under conditions of greater equality of opportunity. 

3. Social stratification systems function to provide the elite with the political power necessary to procure 
acceptance and dominance of an ideology which rationalizes the status quo, whatever it may be, as 
"logical," "natural" and "morally right." In this manner, social stratification systems function as 
essentially conservative influences in the societies in which they are found. 

4. Social stratification systems function to distribute favorable self-images unequally throughout a 
population. To the extent that such favorable self-images are requisite to the development of inherent 
creative potential, to that extent stratification systems function to limit the development of this creative 
potential. 

5. To the extent that inequalities in social rewards cannot be made fully acceptable to the less privileged in 
a society, social stratification systems function to encourage hostility, suspicion and distrust among the 
various segments of a society and thus to limit the possibilities of extensive social integration. 
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6. To the extent that the sense of significant membership in a society depends on one's place on the 
prestige ladder of the society, social stratification systems function to distribute unequally the sense of 
significant membership in the population. 

7. To the extent that loyalty to a society depends on a sense of significant membership in the society, social 
stratification systems function to distribute loyalty unequally in the population. 

8. To the extent that participation and apathy depend upon the sense of significant membership in the 
society, social stratification systems function to distribute the motivation to participate unequally in a 
population. 

Each of the eight foregoing propositions contains implicit hypotheses regarding the consequences of unequal 
distribution of rewards in a society in accordance with some notion of the functional importance of various 
positions. These are empirical hypotheses, subject to test. They are offered here only as exemplary of the kinds 
of consequences of social stratification which are not often taken into account in dealing with the problem.  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Social stratification is a relatively rigid concept in which your position in society 
tends to be determined by that of your ancestors. Every individual learns about 
values, ambitions, drive, and determination to succeed, and sets goals from what he/ 
she has learnt from family members who make every effort to maintain their status 
and pass it on to their children. You may have noticed that in every society, everybody 
wants to rise, of course, but only those with exceptional drive are able to, usually 
through education and therefore productivity. Those lacking wealth are unable to 
take advantage of opportunities. Those with good education and strong motivation 
can rise but with difficulty if they start with little or no wealth. Those with good 
education, strong motivation, and some wealth can rise more easily and more'quickly. 
If you start from a disadvantaged position, you will find it more difficult to rise, and 
the further you must rise to get anywhere. You may have noticed also that better 
employment positions are often determined by social position as well as by 
qualifications. In this unit, we will explain these aspects by looking into concepts 
such as social structure, social stratification, and social mobility. We will describe the 
sociological perspectives to provide the theoretical framework for understanding the 
phenomenon of social stratification. The Unit would attempt to examine the role of 
education in the social structure, social stratification, and social mobility. 

2.2 OBJECTIVES 

After reading this Unit, you will be able to: 

define the concepts like social structure, social stratification, and social 
mobility; 



Education and Society: explain the role of education in the social structure and social stratification; 
Concepts and Perspectives 

understaild the contribution of education towards the social mobility; 

understand different types and forms of social differentiation; and 

learn sociological perspectives to explain the differentiation and division 
of society. 

2.3 SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

The concept of social structure is central in the sociological literature. It is used to 
designate an ordered arrangement of parts linked together to a whole. But what are 
these parts that are arranged in an order? In sociology, a part may mean a social 
group comprising a set of social relationships. For instance, a family is nothing but 
a set of social relationships between and among the individuals connected through 
either descent or blood or marriage. In this sense, a family may be treated as a part 
in the social structure. Similarly, one can think of social groups such as religious 
groups, political parties, business organizations, hospitals, schools, trade unions, etc., 
as being various parts of the whole i.e. the society. 

2.3.1 Meaning and Definition of Social Structure 

If we think of society as a multiplicity of social groups such as family, religious 
groups, political parties, or occupational groups then each of these groups exhibit 
organized, fairly stable or commonly accepted ways of behaviour. Each of these 
groups are distinguished by the roles their members play, the goals they set out for 
themselves, and the status attached to each of the roles within the group. In other 
words, a part may also be understood as a social institution and a social system 
comprises a number of social institutions. 

Further, since a social system is composed of the interrelated acts of people, its 
structure must be sought in some degree of regularity or recurrence in these acts. 
Structure also has certain roles and any occupant of a role is expected to fulfill 
certain pattern of obligations and behaviour. In a nutshell, the structure of a social 
system includes: 

groups and sub-groups of various types, interconnected by rational norms, 

roles of various types, within the larger systems and within the sub-groups. 
Each role system is also connected with others, through the rational norms. 

regulative norms governing sub-groups and roles, 

cultural values 

Therefore, a social structure can be defined as a network of social institutions and 
social relationships. It consists of relatively stable and orderly inter-relationships 
among various parts. 

2.3.2 Role and Function of Education in the Social Structure 

Education is the process of preparing people to fit into the complex social structure 
through the process of socialization. It helps the child to train for the future roles of 
an adult life. All social institutions define the pattern of relationships and behaviour 
expected of the persons who belong to them. The principal social institutions are 
concerned with regulation of economic, political, familial, educational, and religious 
aspects of human life. Thus the children have to learn to be fathers or mothers, 
teachers or civil servants, shopkeepers or priests. They have to learn to be members 
of more than one institutional group also. Therefore, the child prepares himself or 
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education, in particular. Education in this context may be the informal education Social Stratification and 
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received in the family or the peer groups or the formal education received at school. 

The child get to understand the role helshe has to play in the wider society through 
the formal education received in the schools. It is here a child learns to confirm to 
the rules and regulations of human behaviour in groups and institutions. They have 
to learn to be impartial and adopt a set of dos and don'ts. They also have to be 
prepared to change the social mores when they see that they can be improved. Thus 
the need of the society to bring up and educate its children leads to the institution 
of family and to a whole set of educational institutions, which are interrelated with 
the rest of the social structure. 

Seen in this context, it can be understood that it is through the functions of people 
in their institutional relations that the patterns of culture in a society are maintained. 
Looked at from the point of view of the structure , a social system may seem to exist 
in a static framework. From the point of view of function, the society springs into 
the dynamic and changing life that we all experience. The structure of the institutions 
can be described in terms of status positions, rights, rules, duties, and chains of 
authority; but the culture of institutions results from the manifest activities of their 
living participants, in terms of their attitudes, feelings, and sentiments, social and 
cultural habits, recreations, ceremonies, and rituals. The function of education lies 
both in the maintenance and renewal of the social structure, and in the transmission 
and development of culture. It depends on the differences in the socio-cultural 
backgrounds and status of individuals in the modem industrial societies. It also 
functions as a main stratifying agent in the context of the industrial societies. The 
next part examines in detail the definition of social stratification and various theoretical 
explanations to explain the phenomena. 

I 1 2.4 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 
\ 

Social stratification refers to the hierarchical arrangement of groups of people in 
, terms of criteria like economic wealth, property, political power, prestige and social 
I honour. Social stratification existed as far back as human civilisation itself. 

i 2.4.1 Concept 
I 

When human beings moved from the hunting and gathering societies to the sedentary 
agricultural societies, a variety of occupations developed that were essential to the 
functioning of the society. Inevitably, these occupations were ranked hierarchically, 
usually based on the amount of preparation and training required or the importance 
of that occupation to a particular society. This kind of unequal arrangement of groups 
of people existed for centuries and it was accepted as a part of the society. It is felt 
that social stratification is necessary to maintain social order. The order is maintained 
by the interdependence of individuals and groups on each other. According to Pitirim 
Sorokin, an eminent sociologist, an unstratified society with real equality of its 
members is a myth which has never been realised in the history of mankind. 

1 2.4.2 Theories of Social Stratification 

Since the second half of the nineteenth century, four broad sociological theories have 
been used to explain and interpret the phenomenon of social stratification. They are: 

i) Natural Superiority Theory 

ii) Functionalist Theory 

iii) Mamian Class Conflict Theory, and 

( iv) Weberian Multiple Hierarchies Theory. 
21 



Education and Society: Natural Superiority Theory 
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Natural superiority theory, also referred to as social Darwinism, was a popular and 
widely accepted theory of social stratification in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. The main advocate of social Darwinism was Herbert Spencer, an English 
Sociologist, who saw social organization as an environment. It is believed that certain 
individuals and groups had the requisite skills or attributes to compete and to rise in 
that environment. Others, not so skilled or less competitive, would fail. The social 
Darwinists believed that their theory was part of the law of nature. 

Some other sociologists believed that the social inequality arising out of stratification 
is biologically based. Such beliefs are often heard in the case of racial stratification 
where, for example, whites claim biological superiority over the blacks. Even in 
terms of gender stratification, the underlying principle is that the men are biologically 
superior to women. However, the question of relationship between the biologically 
based inequality and socially created inequality is difficult to answer. Rousseau 
refers to biologically based inequality as natural or physical, because it is established 
by the nature, particularly with respect to the age, health, bodily strength, and the 
qualities of the mind. In comparison, socially created inequality consists of different 
privileges, which some men enjoy to the prejudice of others, such as that of being 
richer, more honored, or more powerful. However, biologically based inequalities 
between men are treated as small and relatively unimportant where as socially created 
inequalities provide the major basis for systems of social stratification. 

Functionalist Theory of Social Stratification 

Functionalist theory is a theory that is most concerned with how societies maintain 
order. Generally, the functionalist theorists have tended to stress stability, consensus, 
and integration in society. 

Functionalists assume that the society as similar to that of a human body, comprising 
several parts which form an integrated whole. Like the human body, the society's 
institutions must function properly to maintain stability of the entire social system. 
Further, certain functional prerequisites must be met if the society is to function 
effectively and in order. Social stratification therefore becomes a tool to see how far 
it meets these functional prerequisites. 

Talcott Parsons, the leading proponent of functionalist model, differentiated societies 
as falling on a continuum between ascribed-status-based societies and achievement- 
based societies. Societies in which individuals were value based on their family 
position, sex, race, or other traits of birth are viewed as the traditional end of the 
continuum. On the other end is the modem society, in which a system of rewards is 
used to aid in fulfilling a complex division of labour. According to Parsons, more 
difficult positions that demanded considerable responsibility required a system of 
rewards to motivate individuals to take them. In his view, stratification - which is, 
by definition, social inequality - was both necessary and agreeable. Parsons believed 
that stratification was necessary to provide rewards for people who would take on 
the additional responsibility tied to difficult positions, and in his view, stratification 
was desirable because it allowed the social system to function smoothly. 

Parsons's ideas on qocial stratification were further developed by two American 
sociologists, Kingsley Davis and Wilbert Moore in their essay "Some Principles of 
Stratification", published in American Sociological Review in 1945. They shared the 
common notions with Parsons in so far as stating that the social stratification is 
universal, functional, and integral to fulfilling the division of labour in society. 
According to Davis and Moore, no society is classless or unstratified. 
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a varied set of rewards in relation to the varied levels of sacrifices required by some Social Stratification and 
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jobs. In other words, there are some jobs that require individuals to possess special 
talents or to develop special skills. These jobs may also require that the individual 
filling the position works with utmost care. Therefore, Davis and Moore find it 
logical that societies developed a system of rewards whereby those jobs requiring the 
greatest preparation and responsibility are rewarded more highly than are other 
positions. The social order has developed a differentiated system of rewards, which 
has led to social stratification. 

Thus, Davis and Moore argue that one of society's most important functional 
prerequisites is effective role allocation and performance. This means that firstly, all 
roles must be filled; secondly, they must be filled by persons best able to perform 
them; thirdly the necessary training for them to be undertaken; and finally the roles 
must be performed conscientiously. If the duties associated with various positions 
would be equally present to everyone and all would depend on the same talent and 
ability, then it would make no difference as to who got into which position. However, 
it does make a great deal of difference mainly because some positions are inherently 
more agreeable than others. Davis and Moore suggest that the importance of a 
position in a society can be measured in two ways, i.e. the degree to which the 
position is functionally unique, there being no other position that can perform the 
work satisfactorily (for e.g. a doctor's role is more important than that of a nurse) 
and then by the degree to which other positions are dependent on the one in question. 

In sum, both Parsons and Davis and Moore present a view of structured inequality 
as being necessary to maintain social order and therefore society's survival, and as 
being based on general agreement among the members of society. 

Marxian Theory of Social Stratification 

The Marxist perspectives generally regard modem society as being divided primarily 
into two classes - the bourgeoisie and the proletariat - on the basis of property 
ownership or non-ownership of property. Marx understood classes to be economically 
determined by the difference between owners of the means of production and non- 
owning direct producers. Class differences therefore are determined by the mode of 
production. , 

Marx and Frederich Engels have divided history into five distinct epochs of production: 
primitive communism, Asiatic, ancient Greece and Rome, feudal society, and capitalism 
of these, only the ancient, the feudal and the capitalist phases received special treatment 
by both Marx and Engels. Ancient society was based on slavery, feudal society was 
based on serfdom, and capitalism on wage labour. 

Each of these societies was divided into two major classes: the oppressors and 
the oppressed or the exploiters and the exploited. In every case the exploiters 
are made up of those who own the means of production but do not produce. The 
exploited are those who do not own the means of production but are the direct 
producers of social goods and services. Because the exploited do not own the means 
of production, they are forced, in order to live, to work for those who own and 
control the productive conditions of life. The exploiters live by means of the surplus 
produced by the exploited. As a result, the social mode of production also reproduces 
the social relations of production. Thus the relationship between the exploiters 
and the exploited is constantly renewed and conserved. The Marxists therefore 
in contrast to the functionalists regard stratification as a divisive rather than an 
integrative structure and the focus was on social strata rather than social inequality 
in general. 
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and Perspectives consciousness, class solidarity and class conflict - are important in understanding the 

dynamics of class conflict in the Marxist approach to the study of stratification. Class 
consciousness refers to the recognition by a class, such as workers, of the role its 
members play in the productive process and their relation to the owning class. Class 
solidarity refers to the extent to which workers act together to achieve political and 
economic aims. Finally, class conflict has two aspects (1) the unconscious struggle 
between the workers and the capitalists for shares in the productive output at a time 
when class consciousness is not developed and (2) the conscious, deliberate and 
collective struggle between the two classes when the workers become aware of their 
historic role. According to Marx, social change occurs as a sequel to class struggle. 
Marx said that the revolution of the proletariat will bring an end to the class conflict 
i.e. the conflicting interests between the ruling class (bourgeoisie) and the subject 
class (proletariat). 

The Weberian Theory of Social Stratification 

The work of the ~ e r m a n  sociologist Max Weber represents one of the important 
developments in the stratification theory. According to Weber, stratification is based 
on the three types of social formation, namely class, status and power or party. 
Property differences generate classes, power differences generate political parties 
and prestige differences generate status groupings or strata. 

Like Marx, Weber sees class in economic terms, classes as a group of individuals 
who share the same position in the market economy. Weber distinguishes four class 
groups in the capitalist society: 

a) Propertied upper class 

b) Property-less white collar workers 

c) Petty bourgeoisie 

d) Manual working class. 

In his analysis of class, Weber differs from Marx on some important grounds. For 
instance, Weber says that the factors other than ownership or non-ownership of 
property are significant in the class formation and he rejects the Marxist view of the 
inevitability of the proletariat revolution. Weber also disagrees with the Marxist view 
that political power is derived from the economic power. He says that groups form 
because their members share a similar status situation. While 'class' refers to the 
unequal distribution of economic rewards, 'status' refers to the unequal distribution 
of social honour. Weber also looks at "parties" or groups which are specifically 
concerned with influencing policies and making decisions in the interests of their 
membership. 

The Principle of Meritocracy 

Michael Young in his book, "The Rise of Meritocracy", says that social status would 
be achieved on the basis of merit in a society where all members have an equal 
opportunity to realise their talents. Members of the upper strata in a meritocracy 
deserve their position, their privileges are based on merit. Socially speaking, those 
who occupy the top positions are undoubtedly superior to the social inferiors who are 
really the inferiors. Young argues that this may result in an upper stratum free from 
self-doubt and the restraining influence of humility. Its members may rule society 
with arrogance and haughty self-assurance. They may despise the lower strata whose 
members may well find such behaviour offensive. This may result in conflict between 
the ruling minority and the rest of the society. However, it may be assumed that 
Michael Young's picture dream of a fair and just society may produce a far from 
perfect society. 
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This section will examine three major systems of social stratification - slavery, Social Mobility 

castes, and the social classes. These systems can be seen as ideal types for analytical 
purposes. It may be pointed out that any social stratification system may include 
elements of more than one type. 

Slavery 

Tile most extreme of legalized social inequality for individuals or groups is slavery. 
' h e  distinguishing feature of this oppressive system of stratitication is that enslaved 
:individuals are owned by other people.'~hese human beings are treated as property, 
just as if they are equivalent to household pets or appliances. 

t Slavery has been practised in different forms. In ancient Greece, the main source of 
slaves consisted of captives of war and piracy. Though the slave status could be 
inherited, it was not permanent. A person's status might be changed depending on the 
outcome of the military conflict between kingdoms. On the other hand, in United 
States anid Latin America, racial and legal barriers were established to prevent the 
freeing of slaves. In other words, in whatever form it existed, it had required extensive 
use of coercion in order to maintain the privileges of slave owners. 

Caste 

Caste is the cornerstone of social stratification in India. It is a hereditary system of 
rank, usually religiously recognised, that tend to be fixed and immobile. In other 
words, caste is a closed system, which denies social mobility. Connubiality and 
commensali ty are the cardinal principles of inter-caste relations based on the ascription 
of caste stalbus and rank by birth. According to Bailey (1957), caste is a closed 
organic syste,m of stratification. However, another sociologist, Lewis (1958) observes 
that caste is an integrating and cohesive factor in the village community as it 
encompasses kinship ties and political and economic relationships. 

According to l a i s  Dumont, a French sociologist, Caste stands for inequality in both 
theory arid practice, hut this inequality is not a binary opposite of equality. In his well 
known study ''Homo Hierarchicus", he assigns an important place to hierarchy which 
forms an important aspect of the structuralist paradigm. Ideology refers to the ideas 
and nolrms derived form the Hindu civilization of which the caste system is an 
important manifestation. "Hierarchy" is the dominant principle of this normative 
structure which is contained in the dialectical relationship between the principles of 
purity and pollution in the ritual and the behavioral domains of the system. The 
ideology of the caste system in Dumont's model of stratification helped in the 
comparati~ve analysis of the social structure. 

Again the role of ideology in the studies of social stratification in India can also be 
reflected j n Yogendra Singh's book "Social Stratification and Change in India". 
Singh expllains by using the concept of 'Counter - Brahmanical ideology' of the caste 
sytem in h ndia. The social consciousness of the educated classes among the deprived 
cornrnuniti es, tribes and scheduled castes questions the Hindu caste system based on 
the idea of ' purity and pollution. Thus, the clash was between two ideologies in the 
Indian social structure - the Brahmanical model of caste and a casteless society of 
groups anc 1 communities based on occupational specialization. 

However, I with the process of modernization and social change, the issues involving 
social stratification in India have now crossed the boundaries of caste and clais has 
also become an important analytical tool to understand the complex issue of social 
stratifica,tiorn in India. Social stratification in India is taking many new concepts into 
its fold like professions, elite, categories of weaker sections of society, women, -- 25 



Education and Society: children, tribes and scheduled castes. These structural entities and the new domains 
Concepts and Perspectives of inequality requires novel orientations and analysis in order to understand the shift 

found in the sociology of social stratification in India. 

Social Class i 

A class system is a social ranking primarily based on the economic position in which I 

achieved characteristics can influence mobility. Education is an important contributory 
factor in achieving such a class position. 

In contrast to slavery and caste systems, the boundaries between classes are less 
precisely defined, and there is much greater movement from one stratum or level of 
society to another. Yet class systems maintain stable stratification hierarchies and 
patterns of class divisions. Consequently, like other systems of stratification, class 

1 
systems are marked by unequal distribution of wealth and power. 

Income inequality is the main characteristic of a class system. For instance, Daniel 
Rossides (1997), an American Sociologist, has conceptualized the class system of the 
United States using a five class model - the upper class, the upper middle class, the 
lower middle class, the worlung class and the lower class. The lines separating social 
classes in this model are not so sharp as the divisions in the caste system 

2.4.5 Education and Social Stratification 
Sociologists like Durkheim view the major function of education in any society as 
the transmission of that society's norms and values. According to them, education 
brovides a link between the individual and the society and it provides the individual 
specific skills necessary for the future occupations, which is the most. important 
factor in the modern social stratification system. Parsons (1961) believes that the 
educational system is an important mechanism for the selection and allocation of the 
individuals in their future roles in the society. It is also regarded as thle ground for 
proving one's ability and hence selective agency for different statuses according to 
their abilities. However, this argument is rejected by people like Bowles and Gintis 
who argue that the social relationships in the schools replicate the hierarchical division 
of labour in the work place. There is a close correspondence between the social 
relationships which govern the personal relationships at the work place and the social 
relationships in the educational system. 

Raymond Boudon (1974) also suggests that the inequality of educational opportunity 
is primarily a product of social stratification. According to him, even if there were 
no sub-cultural differences between classes, the very fact that people stand at different 
positions in the class system will produce inequality of educational opportunity. 
Thus, the essence of social stratification is social inequality and it manifests itself 
through many forms such as differential allocation of income, status and pirivileges, 
opportunities for various social utilities, etc and the educational achievement is very 
important in all these aspects. In the open systems of stratification such as class 
system, the movement up and down the strata is possible and in the closed a~scription 
based stratification systems such caste, where the boundaries between various strata 
are rigid, the movement is extremely difficult. 

Further, there are various correlates of the relationship between education and social 
stratification in a society. Most important of them is that the education is the primary 
generator of social mobility in any modern industrial society. This relatitonship is 
little complex to understand. For instance, the education is the main comlponent in 
achieving a status in the social class system, on the one hand, and stratification 
system is the deciding factor in the differential access to education, on the other 
hand. Therefore the relationship between education and social stratification is very 
complex and can only be understood in relation to the concept of social mobility. 
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Check Your Progress 1 

Notes: a) Write your answer in the space given below. 

b) Compare your answer with those given at the end of unit. 

1) Mention the three types of Social stratification. 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

Education, Social Structure, 
Social Stratification and 

Social Mobility 

2.5 SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Social Mobility may be understood as any transition of individual or any object or 
a value that have been created or modified by human activity from one position to 
another. So it can be said that the social mobility is an important concept to understand 
the movement of certain groups or individuals along the ladder or hierarchy. 

2.5.1 Concept 

The element of time is implicit in the phenomenon of social mobility which is a 
movement, either upward or downward, between higher and lower classes or, more 
precisely, movement between one relatively lower position to the subsequent higher 
one. 

Lipset and Bendix define the term 'social mobility' as the process by which individuals 
move from one position to another in the society. Thus social mobility signifies the 
.movement or shifting of individuals or groups in the ranking structure of the society. 

2.5.2 Theories of Social Mobility 

Various thinkers and theorists in sociology have talked about the notion of social 
mobility. Some of the notable among them are Marx, Durkheim, Weber, etc. Though 
they have not directly focussed on the notion of social mobility, they were at times 
referring to it in their analysis of social change. For instance, Durkheim (1947), in 
his book 'Division of Labour' talks about transition of societies from 'mechariical 
solidarity' to 'organic solidarity', which refers to a gradual transformation of a society 
from simple to complex division of labour. 

The functionalist perspective believes in the expansion of formal schooling for efficient 
economic growth and development of a meritocratic society. But this can only be 
possible when a society facilitates social mobility. It is only when the society is' 
mobile that the education system becomes a vehicle for progress and development. 
The specialization in education is the need of the labour force to match to the 
complexity of jobs in a modem industrial world. Social mobility could only help in 
developing technical requirements of industrial production and then allocate jobs to 
the right men or wonien. 

Partly in response to the growing dissatisfaction with the prevailing functionalist 
account, many analysts have turned to the conflict or the Marxian perspective in 
search for a more adequate linkage between education and mobility. Marx himself 
believed that a high rate of social mobility would tend to weaken class solidarity. 
Classes would become heterogeneous and this would reduce the sharing of similar 
backgrounds which, intum, would weaken the class identification and loyalty since 
it would be difficult for mobile individuals to feel a strong consciousness of kind 
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Education and Society: with other class members in which they found themselves. Thus intensity of class 
and Perspectives conflict and consciousness would also be reduced which would be problematic as, 

then, there would be no change to upside down the system of 'haves' by thle 'have 
nots'. Ralf Dahrendrof, a neo- Marxist, feels that a situation has arrived in the west 
where as a result of mobility in the form of education the nature of conflict has 
changed. In an open society, it is replaced by competition to attain the bk:it. In his 
words, 

" instead of advancing their claims as members of homogeneous groups, people are 
more likely to compete with each other as individuals for a place in the Sun". 

He also argues that 'although mobility diminishes the coherence of groups as well 
as the intensity of class conflict, it does not eliminate either'. Bowels and Gintis, 
however, observe that schooling operates within work i.e. the education system 
reflecting the organization of production in a capitalist society. To them, it is through 
schooling that authority can be legitirnised which facilitates mobility on one hand 
and inequality on the other. But, even then, as long as there is mobility, education 
would help to justify in people's mind a system of inequality and to reconcile them 
to their own position within it. 

Max Weber (1864-1920), however, brought in the concept of social mobility for the 
attainment of social status or class. For this one must have opportunities for possessing 
the life chances which would include the income, perks and pensions together with 
security or good working conditions. Weber's consideration of the capitalist market 
therefore appears to give an explanation that there is a hierarchy of occupational 
rewards found in these societies and to a great extent one can be a part of the 
competition on the basis of educational qualifications. Frank Parkin, a Weberian, 
however, feels that there has been a relatively high rate of upward mobility as a 
'political safety-valve'. It provides opportunities for many able and ambitious members 
of the working class to improve their conditions. The basic intention was to weaken 
the working class by making them join this middle class in collective strategies that 
might benefit the class as a whole. But these conditions were always found within 
a "social closure which can only be monopolised by a minority and used as a basis 
of power over the others". 

Besides the classical thinkers, some other sociologists have studied the concept of 
social mobility. For instance, Lipset and Zetterberg (1966) have underlined the 
dimension of occupational and consumption rankings of social class and power 
rankings in addition to providing a methodological note. They have also pointed the 
causes and consequences of social mobility. Accepting occupation as the most common 
indicator of social stratification, they viewed the occupational class as one of the 
major factors which differentiate people's beliefs, values, norms, customs, and 
occasipnally some of their emotional expressions. In their opinion, the recording of 
one's occupational class also needs the recording of occupational setting, the social 
structure in which the occupation is located. Lipset and Zetterberg have accepted that 
there is a possibility of having a higher rate (and amount) of mobility in one dimension 
and lower in others. Therefore, the more qualified and accurate conclusions about 
mobility and stratification systems are possible only through a multi-dimensional 
approach in which one has to take all possible dimensions together. 

Further, Lipset and Zetterberg have suggested two sets of methodological approaches 
to study the mobility. In the first set, there is comparison of (a) the present with the 
past (b) one area or country with another (c) one model with another, expressing 
equal opportunity. In the second set, there is the conventional operational method of 
ascertaining by comparing father's and son's positions. In this method, Lipset and 
Zetterberg have suggested an inquiry of father's earlier occupations along with the 
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Further, for sociologists of education like Halsey (1979), the idea of mobility is a Education, Social Structure, 

movement from "somewhere to somewhere else and the somewhere in question may Social Stratification and 
Social Mobility in principle be any social or geographical position". Sociologically, it means some 

kind of class or status or prestige or socio-economic position. However, mobility 
enhances social-class membership based on educational qualifications. Thus those 
who have moved upward had, in the process, exceeded the educational norms of their 
original group and those who have moved downwvds had less educational advantage 
and therefore lower qualifications. 

Finally, a more recent work on the linkage between the education and social mobility 
is done by Richard Jenkins (1991) who sums up all the views by saying that the field 
of interconnected interests and topics had evolved into the study of social and economic 
stratification and mobility. There is a patterned and differential distribution among 
categories of a society's population of life chances, resources and benefits, on one 
hand, and cost and penalties, on the other. According to him, the main concern of 
social stratification is maintaining order. Further, to attain an elite status in the 
hierarchy, educational mobility is required which would not only improve the labour 
market in terms of greater opportunities for employment but also by reducing the 
socio-economic inequalities to some extent in order to maintain order and equilibrium 
within the society by at large. 

2.5.3 Forms of Social Mobility 

There are mainly three forms of social mobility, namely vertical mobility, horizontal 
mobility and spatial mobility. 

Vertical Mobility 

By vertical social mobility, we refer to the relations involved in the transition of 
individuals from one social stratum to another. According to the direction of transition, 
there are two types of vertical mobility - ascending and descending or social sinking 
and social climbing. The ascending type exists in two principal forms as infiltration 
of individuals of lower stratum into a higher one, the insertion of such a group into 
higher stratum, instead of going side by side with existing groups of the stratum. The 
descending has also two principal forms. The first consist of dropping of individuals 
from one higher position into lower existing one, without degradation or disintegration 
of the higher groups to which they belonged. The second is manifested in its 
degradation of social group as a whole. An example of vertical mobility is that in 
which the scheduled castes move upward by getting modes of education, new 
techniques, skills and adopting the ritual and manners of higher status caste groups, 
changing their caste names, home culture and occupation and maintain the higher 
position. The theory of "lagging emulation" under the framework of reference groups 
is employed to understand this type of mobility both in the field of hierarchy and 
occupation. However, this type of mobility takes place from lower stratum to higher 
stratum. 

Horizontal Mobility 

Horizontal mobility refers to the transition of an individual or social object from one 
social group to another situated at the same level. Horizontal shifting occurs usually 
without any noticeable change. If we take occupation, shifting from one job or 
factory or occupation to another of the same kind would be referred to as horizontal 
mobility. An example of horizontal mobility is the citizenship shifting or shifting of 
individuals from one state to another. That does not mean the changing of citizenship, 
but it is called shifting of citizenship. 



Education and Society: Spatial Mobility 
Concepts and Perspectives 

Spatial mobility refers to inter-generational mobility which is an outcome of migration 
or shifting of places, for example, it may happen as a result of migration from rural 
to urban community or social improvement of individuals within the family and 
hence provide the chances for change in culture. In this context, some of the scholars 
of change and mobility have discussed the units of mobility in the form of individual 
financial group and corporate mobility. The study of mobility can be subsumed under 
above pattern. So we can say that the social mobility is a part of the broader concept 
of social change. In a transitional society, modem education, industrialization, growth 
of cities, factories, bureaucracy and change in the occupational patterns are the main 
variants for the social mobility. 

2.5.4 Factors Affecting Social Mobility 

There are various factors, which are responsible for the social mobility. 

a) The Supply of Vacant Status 
The number of statuses in a given stratum is not always or even usually constant. For 
example, the expansion in the proportion of professional, official, marginal and 
white-collar positions and decline in the number of unskilled labour positions require 
a surge of upward mobility. These positions retain their relative social standing at 
times. Demographic factors also operate to facilitate mobility, when the higher classes 
do not reproduce themselves and hence create a demographic vacuum (Sorokin, 
1959). 

b) The Interchange of Rank 
Any mobility that occurs in a given social system which is not a consequence of a 
change in the supply of positions and actors must necessarily result from an 
interchange. Consequently, if we think of simple model for every move up, there 
must be corresponding move down. Interchange mobility will be determined in a 
large part by the extent to which a given society gives the numbers of lower strata 
which means complete with those who enter social structure in higher level. Thus the 
lesser the emphasis a culture places on the family background as a criteria for 
marriage the more will be the class mobility that can occur both up and down 
through marriage. The occupational success is related to educational achievements 
which are open to all and hence the greater occupational mobility (Lipset and 
Zetterberg, 1966). 

c) Modern Education 
The education has particularly created new incentives and motivation to initiate and 
adopt the ideals, practices, behavior pattern and style of life of the higher castes 
which M. N. Srinivas (1965) translates and explains under the process of sanskritization 
and westernization. Sanskritisation is a process through which the lower castes imitate 
the traditions and cultural practices of the upper castes and sometimes even the 
nomenclature to push their case for a higher status in the society. There are many 
instances of the lower castes that have adopted the practices of higher castes in order 
to be upwardly mobile which is otherwise not possible in the traditional Hindu 
society. 

The process of westernization in terms of adoption of the western ideals in life, is 
also a most potential force in social mobility, specially in the urban and industrial 
centers. The new value orientations, motivation, behaviour patterns, formal relations, 
individualism, monetised attitude to social status, western technology is popular 
among the people. This popularity for status upliftment, encourages the migration to 
places where economic opportunities in terms of urban trade, industrial occupations 
and jobs in different governments are available. 



d) Migration Education, Social Structure, 
Social Stratification and 

Migration to urban areas also contributes to the change in the social status of Social Mobility 
individuals and groups. The traditional occupations slowly disappear and the modern II 
industrial occupations are sought after. 

All these factors help in the improvement of the social position of the people. 
Normally, the higher the income of a particular occupation, the greater is the 
importance of education. However, though money makes the base of living, education 
decides the quality and mode of life and living. As a result, lots of changes have 
come in the living arrangements of the people in the modern societies. The changes 
also occur in the behaviour and manners of the people, which may be the outcome 
of social mobility. 

2.5.5 Education and Social Mobility 

As discussed earlier, education in the present day context is the most important and 
dynamic force in the life of individual, influencing his social development. It functions 

I more as an agent of social change and mobility in social structure. It leads to economic 
I development by providing ways and means to improve the standard of life. The 

positive attitude towards education leads to socio-economic mobility among the 
individuals and groups. That means, a person who is born in an agricultural family 
can, by means of education, become an administrator or any other government 
employee. Secondly, education leads to the changes in the lifestyles of people. It 
modifies the attitudes, habits, manners and their mode of social living. Thirdly, the 
education is responsible for inter-generational mobility among the individuals and 
groups. Through inter-generational mobility, the social groups are able to maintain 
their status and the status of their family. Therefore, it can be said that education 
plays an important contributory role in the mobility of individuals and groups regarding 
their social position, occupational structure, styles of life, habits and manners. 

Check Your Progress 2 

Notes: a) Write your answer in the space given below. 

b) Compare your answer with those given at the end of unit. 

2)  What are the three major forms of social mobility? 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................. 

3) Briefly identify education as a factor in social mobility? 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................ 



Education and Society: 
Concepts and Perspectives 2. 6 LET'S SUM UP 

In sum, social stratification is a particular form of inequality. As the well known 
sociologist Pitirim Sorokin remarked, an unstratified society with real equality is a 
myth which has never been realized in the history of mankind. The discussion in this 
unit attempts to reject the belief that the inequalities are biological or hereditary and 
argues that the stratification is basically a socially created phenomenon. Further, it 
is important to note that the relationship between the social stratification and education 
is complex and it must be seen with respect to the specific societies in which they 
exist. 

The unit has highlighted the conceptual and theoretical clarity in understanding the 
notions of social structure, social stratification, and social mobility and provided an 
analysis of linkages of these concepts with education. It also provided some examples 
for the reader on the specific theoretical propositions linking education with the 
stratification and mobility. Instances refemng to the Indian society are particularly 
given in order to facilitate the understanding of students in their own social context. 

2.8 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

Slavery 

Caste 

Social Class 

Vertical Mobility 

Horizontal Mobility 

Spatial Mobility 

Education functions as an agent of social change and mobility in social 
structure 

Education leads to economic development 

Education led to the changes in the lifestyles of people 

The social groups are able to maintain their status and the status of 
their family 
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